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Home-health workers
may get pay guarantee

The Associated Press

Iran: We have
nuke fuel rod,
a new missile
World • Iran made
two announcements
Sunday that are likely
to heighten concerns
about the country’s
disputed uraniumenrichment program.
Tehran said its scientists have produced
the country’s ﬁrst nuclear fuel rod, and
that its navy has testﬁred a new mediumrange surface-to-air
missile. > A8

The Associated Press
LEAH HOGSTEN | The Salt Lake Tribune

Zach King, left, a certiﬁed nursing assistant, provides home care Friday for patient Jason Christensen, right. King’s employer,
Intermountain Homecare, already pays at least minimum wage plus overtime but is not required to do so.

New target for
GOP hopefuls:
Rick Santorum

Labor Department seeks
to reclassify skilled workers
who once were considered
akin to baby sitters.

Politics • Former
Pennsylvania Sen.
Rick Santorum has
risen to third in polling for Tuesday’s
Iowa caucuses, behind only Mitt Romney and Ron Paul.
Santorum’s jump into
top-tier status has led
to attacks from other GOP candidates,
including Texas Gov.
Rick Perry and Michele Bachmann. > A3

Minimum wage for home-health workers not guaranteed
Ensure minimum wage
and overtime to most
home-health workers

Extend minimum wage
protection but no
overtime

Do not include home
health care workers in
their minimum wage
and overtime laws

By PATTY HENETZ

The Salt Lake Tribune

A proposal by the Obama administration could require health care agencies
in Utah to pay their in-home workers
at least minimum wage plus overtime —
guarantees extended to most American
workers since 1938, but not to those who
help aged and disabled people live independently.
Utah is among 29 states that would be
affected by the proposed U.S. Labor Department rule change to reclassify skilled
home-health workers. Such workers were
exempted from the wage guarantees in
1974 because they were considered companions, similar to baby sitters, for elderly and disabled people.
In its December announcement, the
White House said today’s home-care
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MOUNT RAINIER SLAYING

What are Mormon
views on economy,
wealth and welfare?
Part 2 of 3 • LDS
Church emphasizes
idea of stewardship.

DEAN J. KOEPFLER | The Associated Press

Emergency vehicles speed to the scene Sunday
after a Mount Rainier National Park ranger
was shot and killed in Mount Rainier, Wash.
A person of interest was believed to be still
hiding in the woods with an assault riﬂe. A7

distinctions in that country,
Neeleman built his business
model instead on what he
viewed as Mormon egalitarianism. No executive parkBy PEGGY FLETCHER STACK ing places or dining rooms.
The Salt Lake Tribune
No ﬁrst-class section on his
planes. A strong ethos of
David Neeleman launched managers and employees
JetBlue in February 1999 working side by side.
with his Mormon mission“I abhor people who think
ary experience in Brazil still they’re better because they
vivid in his mind.
have more money,” he says
Having seen the extreme in a phone interview from his
pover t y and rig id class
Please see MORMONS, A4
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Shurtleff:
Boise St.
snub aids
BCS suit
Football • A.G.
expects antitrust case
to be ﬁled next month.
By ROBERT GEHRKE

The Salt Lake Tribune

Attorney General Mark
Shurtleff says he expects to
sue the Bowl Championship
Series by next month and that
the snub of Boise State in this
season’s bowl games gives additional fodder to the impending lawsuit.
“I think we got some really good, new facts this season
to support our case,” Shurtleff
told The Tribune in a recent
interview. “The big example
again is Boise State. They had
one loss and finished in the
Top 10, and yet they don’t get
a [BCS] bowl game.”
Instead of Boise State, the
Discover Orange Bowl selected West Virginia and Clemson,
each with three losses. The Allstate Sugar Bowl took Michigan and Virginia Tech, both of
which were ranked below Boise State.
The Broncos were relegated
Please see BCS, A4

MICROSOFT •
ANTITRUST SUIT

Associated Press ﬁle photo

Microsoft Chairman Bill Gates
leaves the Frank E. Moss
federal courthouse in Salt Lake
City in November.

Deadlock:
1 holdout
frustrates
rest of jury
Panel didn’t believe
Bill Gates but didn’t
embrace Novell, either.
By TOM HARVEY

The Salt Lake Tribune
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One juror cried, another
threw up and unkind words
were spoken, but 21-year-old
Corbyn Alvey of Magna remained steadfast.
The lone juror among 12
would not budge after a twomonth trial and three days of
deliberations in a federal court
in Salt Lake City that ended
Dec. 16 in a hung jury, denying
victory to Novell Inc. and saving Microsoft Corp. from defeat with $1 billion or more at
stake.
Alvey, a guard and assistant
Please see DEADLOCK, A6
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Mormons
≥ Continued from A1

home in Connecticut. “That’s
despicable.”
Neeleman, who now runs a
Brazilian airline, Azul, won a
lot of public attention for his
approach. Now with Republican presidential candidate
Mitt Romney’s pitch as the
go-to guy to ﬁx the U.S. economy, Mormon views of wealth
are once again in the spotlight.
One thing is clear: Many
Mormon businessmen and
women end up like Romney,
at the top of the corporate ladder, obviously able to compete
in a free-market economy. Observers point to the Mormon
upbringing of these industry
titans as contributing to their
achievements, citing early
LDS training in public speaking, international mission experiences, knowledge of a second language and ability to
work well within a strict system. Plus, faithful Mormons
have a Boy Scout-like reputation for honesty and clean living — no smoking, drinking or
carousing.
But outside the faith, few
recognize Neeleman’s second
strand of Mormon economic
thinking, including notions of
stewardship, sharing and cooperation.
You can’t read the Book
of Mormon, the Utah-based
church’s signature scripture,
says Kim Smith, who spent
his career at Goldman Sachs
in New York and now teaches at Brigham Young University, “without getting pounded
about the equality of everything.”
The book is, he says, “unambiguous about our responsibility to the poor.”
—
The grand experiment •
From the beginning, Mormon
founder Joseph Smith felt a
strong responsibility to care
for his burgeoning flock of
mostly poor farmers and religious seekers. Waves of immigrant converts came from
parts of the East Coast and Europe to form what they hoped
would be a new Zion society.
More than a quarter of what
Smith said were divine revelations contained in the faith’s
Doctrine and Covenants relate to economics, says Warner Woodworth, BYU professor of organizational behavior.
Smith envisioned a plan
known as the United Order
in which individual Mormons
would give all their possessions to the church, then be
deeded portions “according to
his family, according to his circumstances and his wants and
needs.”
The United Order, late LDS
apostle Marion G. Romney
taught, is the Lord’s program
for “eliminating the inequalities among men.” In short,
some receive more than they
give, some less. This system
“exalts the poor and humbles

BCS

≥ Continued from A1

to the Maaco Bowl, where
they dominated Arizona State
and earned $1.1 million. If
they had made the BCS, Boise
State’s conference would have
shared $26.4 million.
But Bill Hancock, executive
director of the Bowl Championship Series, defends the system and says it has opened up
access for small-conference
teams to the premier bowl
games.
The National Championship game is designed to pair
the top two teams in the country. After that, the bowls can
pick the teams they desire.
“The Sugar Bowl is an independent organization. It owns
the game, presents the game,
and arranges for the opportunities for student-athletes,
coaches, and fans to enjoy as
part of the bowl experience,”
he said in an email. “It makes
no sense that, having created the event, the Sugar Bowl
should not be able to select
those teams that it wishes to
invite to its game.”
Under the BCS structure,
six conferences — the traditional football powerhouses

MARK LENNIHAN | Associated Press ﬁle photo

David Neeleman, founder and chairman of JetBlue, checks his
BlackBerry during a media preview ﬂight in 2007. Neeleman, a
Mormon, said in a recent telephone interview: “I abhor people
who think they’re better because they have more money.
That’s despicable.”
the rich.”
That’s not
exactly a page
from the Republican Party platform,
nor the Democratic one,
for that matter.
Marion G.
Some say Romney •
that smacks Former LDS
of socialism. apostle
Not so, according to church leaders, because, among other reasons,
the United Order is voluntary
and nonpolitical, and participants own property.
Though the United Order
and cooperative enterprises
were tried in Utah but didn’t
last, the idea of Mormon “consecration” did. In LDS temples,
devout church members agree
to give up everything for the
faith if called upon. The church
also expects Mormons to give
10 percent of their income as
well as contribute to a fund
for the poor (dubbed fast offerings). In addition, members
can donate to education and
temple funds to help Third
World Mormons, along with
missionary and humanitarian outreach.
In 1936, the church christened its own “welfare system”
to help out-of-work or impoverished members. Those in
need would ask their bishops
for vouchers to the “bishop’s
storehouse,” where they could
get food, clothing and other
goods in exchange for working.
Though begun amid the Great
Depression, this program continues today and has expanded
across the globe.
Millions have been lifted
out of difﬁcult circumstances
by the effort.
But Mormons are quick to
make a distinction between
the church’s program and the
government’s — even though
Latter-day Saints, unlike many
politicians, don’t hesitate to
call their program “welfare.”
Mormons accept the principles of LDS Church assistance more readily, says Ned
Hill, former dean of the Marriott School of Management at
BYU, “because we are taught
that it is temporary and designed to help one be self-sufﬁcient. Many believe that the

— have automatic qualifying
spots. Hancock said before
the BCS, teams from outside
those top conferences have
cracked into one of the elite
bowl games only ﬁve times in
54 years.
Since the BCS was created, seven teams have played
in those games in eight years.
“Think about that,” he said.
“Five times in 54 years versus
seven times in eight years.”
That argument may pose
the biggest challenge to any
lawsuit that Shurtleff ends
up filing, according to Michael McCann, director of
the Sports Law Institute at
the Vermont Law School.
“Before there was a BCS,
there was no playoff system,
so it’s not clear there would be
one after,” he said. “That helps
it in court, because they can
argue that, on balance, it promotes competition because it
provides a system that didn’t
exist before.”
The court may be reluctant to determine there is a
legal right to a college football playoff and decide that it
is unwilling or unable to undo
any harm done by the system.
“There are clearly overtly
anti-competitive qualities to
the BCS,” McCann said. “But

government system is not designed with the same ‘temporary’ help in mind.”
The LDS program works, in
part, because it is built on faceto-face interactions.
“Each time someone sits
down with a bishop or branch
president and wants to receive
some help,” Hill writes in an
email, “a plan is drawn up that
should help the person eventually [sooner rather than later]
become independent.”
—
Breaking the cycle • Mormon leaders have consistently counseled members to stay
out of debt, work hard, and
beware the dangers of vanity,
greed, riches and rampant materialism.
They often draw on the
boom-and-bust spiritual cycles detailed in the Book of
Mormon: People start out as
God-fearing and religiously
obedient. Then they prosper,
get haughty and, eventually,
get destroyed.
Through the ages, the idea
that God materially rewards
the righteous long has appealed to certain kinds of
Christians. Mormons are no
exception. A Harper’s Magazine article even asserted that
Mormon beliefs were like the
prosperity gospel “on steroids.”
That may be an overstatement, says BYU’s Woodworth,
but it contains an element of
truth.
Mormons may not call it the
“prosperity gospel,” says Woodworth, who spends most of his
time working with students
and nonproﬁt groups focused
on Third World poverty, “but
many definitely believe that
the more righteous they are,
the more money God will give
them because he wants them
to be successful.”
Neeleman, too, ﬁnds among
some Mormons the idea that
if you pay 10 percent to the
church, you will see your income rise by 20 percent. They
will see an important dividend,
he says, but it’s spiritual, not ﬁnancial.
“You will have the spirit of
the Lord with you, and that’s
priceless,” he says. “You can’t
buy that.”
Sheri Dew, president of
LDS Church-owned publisher

Tribune ﬁle photo

Heather Garcia of Layton and her daughter, Mezmeriah Garcia, walk through the sorting center
at the LDS Church’s welfare complex in Layton at 930 W. Hillﬁeld Road in 2008. The goal of the
church’s welfare system is to help people though rough economic patches with a clear plan of
how to help them become self-sufﬁcient, according to Ned Hill, former dean of the Marriott
School of Management at BYU.

“
We are all tested in this life, some by
being given a lot of money and some by
not being given enough. The point is to
see how we handle it.”
S H E R I DE W

President of LDS Church-owned Deseret Book

Deseret Book, points to the
mention of “prospering in the
land” in Mormon scriptures.
“When you study the verses
that surround it, in almost every case it’s clear that it is referring to spiritual prosperity,
meaning an increased knowledge of heaven and more answers to prayers.”
Hill is more emphatic
against the thought that righteousness breeds riches.
“I hope our people don’t believe that,” he says. “We don’t
teach it. ... We do teach them
that being blessed with material wealth and talents means
that you have serious obligations to share what you have
with others.”
Mormons don’t talk much
about the gulf between the
rich and poor, but they do talk
about stewardship.
“The concept of stewardship is a powerful one in the
LDS Church,” Hill says. “We
believe one has a responsibility (stewardship) over the resources one is blessed with. If
you’re blessed with financial
success in your business, you
have a stewardship obligation
to use those resources well to
help others.”
Many Mormons regard any
assets they have “as gifts from
the Lord,” Dew says. “We want
to use whatever we have in the
way he directs us to use them.
That doesn’t set us apart from
good people of the world, many
who see abundance as a gift
from heaven and they want to
use it well.”
“We are all tested in this life,”
she says, “some by being given
a lot of money and some by not
being given enough. The point

Fixing college bowl games
In a recent law review article, Michael McCann recommended several potential changes that could strengthen
the Bowl Championship Series and alleviate some of the anti-competitive stumbling blocks.
Among his recommended changes:
• Using economic incentives to coax the BCS toward a
playoff. “March Madness” rakes in many times in television
revenue what the college football bowl games do and has
considerably better ratings. A playoff could increase television revenue and merchandise sales.
• Short of a playoff, the BCS could do away with automatic qualifying conferences and treat all conferences on
equal footing. That would require expanding the number
of BCS bowl games so that each conference is guaranteed a
berth in one of the top-tier bowl games.
• A hybrid model where conference champions and
eight wild-card teams have a playoff. This would likely require shortening the regular season.
I think, on balance, at this
point going into the litigation,
I think the BCS would be favored.”
For nearly three years —
ever since an undefeated
University of Utah was denied a shot at the national title, trouncing Alabama in the
Sugar Bowl instead — Shurtleff has been threatening to
sue the BCS for colluding to
deprive schools from smaller conferences a shot at elite
bowl games. (Utah joined
the Pac-12 last year, which is

a BCS automatic-qualifying
conference.)
In August, the state issued a
“Request For Information,” soliciting input and statements
of interest from law ﬁrms that
might be interested in representing the state in the litigation. Twenty-four responded to the request, including
some of the most prestigious
law ﬁrms in the country.
Shurtleff said that he had
hoped to seek bids from law
firms by the end of the year,
but now hopes to start that

is to see how we handle it.”
—

About the series
With the Iowa caucuses coming Tuesday and an
LDS candidate seen as the
GOP front-runner, The Salt
Lake Tribune is publishing a
series of occasional stories
exploring the intersection
between Mormonism and
politics.
Sunday • Mormonism and
government
Monday • Mormonism and
the economy
Coming Tuesday • How
their faith inﬂuences LDS
politicians

Working with capitalism •
Mormons in business clearly have to compete, Dew says,
but the way they do it should
reﬂect their deepest values.
“It would be impossible to
feel good about what you do
every day,” she says, “if you
thought you weren’t being fair
to other people.”
One question asked of all
members who want access to
a Mormon temple is: Are you
honest in your dealings?
“To the Mormon guys from
Wall Street whom I knew and
know,” BYU’s Smith says, “being able to say yes is important.”
There is, however, no single Mormon perspective on
the economy. Most U.S. members of the LDS Church, Hill
says, tend to be quite conservative in their economics —
lower taxes, less government,
more self-reliance, freer markets. A few are libertarians
and some favor restrictions
on markets or joined the Occupy Wall Street movement.
Outside the United States,
there is even a wider variety of
political and economic views
among Mormons, writes Hill
in an e-mail from Romania,
where he is serving as an LDS
mission president. “Doctrines
of the LDS Church allow for
quite a diversity of views on
political and economic policies.”
Some LDS ideas, though,
are consistent across borders
— such as the importance of
self-reliance.
Hill recently urged

Romanian members not to
depend so much on government welfare, he says. “We
think self-reliance has a lot do
to with free agency and growth
of the spirit of the individual.”
The seductive nature of
money and greed can still be
seen slinking into the Mormon mentality.
It has led to multilevel marketing schemes and scams, to
overspending and under-giving, to conspicuous consumption and to a disregard for the
poor, Woodworth says. “A lot of
U.S. Mormons in business try
to pay their employees as little
as possible.”
And though many claim
they will help those in the
Third World after they have secured their ﬁrst million, Woodworth says, few ever get there.
“It always feels to me that
there’s a spiritual bifurcation. When they’re in the dogeat-dog world, they’ve got one
mind-set and one perspective,
which is all about becoming
the biggest, the richest and the
greatest,” he says. “But when
they go to church or serve in
their calling as a mission president or whatever, it’s all about
love and reaching out and we’re
all the same and all equal.”
Any Mormon presidential
candidate could draw on these
two theological strands for his
or her view of the economy —
or none of the above.

process this month, have a law
ﬁrm selected by early February and have the lawsuit ﬁled
in federal court by the end of
the month.
The selection process will
be handled by state contracting ofﬁcers rather than Shurtleff’s office to avoid any potential appearance of conﬂicts
of interest in selecting the outside ﬁrm.
The time frame for the litigation could change, Shurtleff
said, if the BCS makes “major”
changes to its selection criteria when its board meets later
this month.
Hancock said the commissioners are scheduled to
meet in January, but likely
won’t make any decisions until after the series of meetings
concludes later in the year. He
said it wouldn’t be appropriate
to speculate on what proposals might be made or adopted.
Shurtleff said the state is
looking for a ﬁrm that will be
willing to handle the case entirely or partly on a contingency basis — meaning the ﬁrm
would keep a share of whatever damages are recovered,
which could be considerable.
In antitrust suits, courts
can award “treble damages,” meaning three times the

actual compensation due to
the damaged parties, which
could be tens of millions of
dollars.
Shurtleff has pledged to
put up $1 million from the
proceeds of previous antitrust cases, which have been
set aside for future such cases.
“That’s good for a start, but
we’re committed not to go to
the Legislature to fund it, not
use taxpayer money,” he said.
He also hopes attorneys
general from other states will
join in, including, ideally, the
U.S. Department of Justice.
He has had numerous conversations with attorneys from
the Justice Department over
the past few years.
In 2008, then-Presidentelect Barack Obama said he
would try to “nudge” the BCS
toward a playoff system.
McCann said he expects
there would be a lot of interest from firms in taking the
case. “Even though the chance
of winning the litigation is less
than 50 percent, there’s still
a chance of winning, plus
there’s a chance of a favorable
settlement,” he said. Most antitrust cases are settled before
they go to trial. And the ﬁrm
would get “a ton” of publicity
for handling the case.
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Erin Francom, widow of slain Ogden police Ofﬁcer Jared Francom, has a quiet moment after his graveside service Wednesday at Ogden City Cemetery.

TRENT NELSON | The Salt Lake Tribune

Farewell, Whiskey 12
wrecked car to help a fellow
Ogden ofﬁcer.
The Salt Lake Tribune
And there was Jared Francom the husband and father,
Ogden • There was Jar- who would call home every
ed Francom the joker, who night to speak to his young
teased his boss about his age. family.
There was Jared Fran“Jared loved to ser ve
com the loyal comrade, who all that he could, but I beonce arrived at a scene in a lieve the greatest thing he
By NATE CARLISLE
and KRISTEN MOULTON

O

accomplished was to be a father to two beautiful daughters,” said his younger brother, Gunner Francom.
Friends and family described all those Jared Francoms on Wednesday as Ogden and much of the state
turned out to mourn the
Please see OFFICER, A4

ONLINE • VIEW VIDEO CLIPS FROM THE SERVICE > SLTRIB.COM

Freestyle
skier in
critical
condition
Pioneering freestyle skier
Sarah Burke, below, was in
critical condition Wednesday at Salt Lake City’s University Hospital after sustaining a serious head injury
in a crash during a superpipe training run at Park
City Mountain Resort. > D1

The Associated Press

No prison
for pill doctor
during appeal
Utah • A Brigham
City doctor convicted
of illegally distributing painkillers won’t
be reporting to prison next month after
all. Dewey C. MacKay will be free
pending appeal. > B1

Bankruptcy
ﬁlings are
up in Utah
Nation • Bankruptcy
ﬁlings in Utah rose
2 percent in 2011 to
the highest level in
six years, but it looks
like the pace of ﬁlings is beginning to
slow down. > C1

“
He didn’t
want to be
just a regular
patrol ofﬁcer.
He wanted
to go big. He
wanted to be
on the strike
force.”

LEAH HOGSTEN | The Salt Lake Tribune

Funeral • Father of two who was killed last week in a
shootout while serving a warrant at an Ogden home
“wouldn’t let a fellow ofﬁcer down,” former supervisor said.

BEN
F R A N C OM

Brother of
fallen ofﬁcer

Utah ranks
42nd in
education,
report says
Schools • State earns
C- in Education Week
annual analysis.
By ROSEMARY WINTERS

The Salt Lake Tribune

It’s the kind of report card
that would make any parent
worry. Utah is barely passing
when it comes to education,
earning an overall grade of C-,
according to Education Week’s
annual Quality Counts report.
The Beehive State ranks
42nd in the nation, down from
41st a year ago and 38th in
2010. The report grades states
on a number of measures, from
student scores on the National Assessment of Educational
Progress to support offered to
teachers.
Utah scored dead last for
its per-pupil spending but, by
one measure, ranked No. 1 for
Please see 42ND, A14

Law
enforcement
ofﬁcers from
other states
show their
support for
Ogden police
Ofﬁcer Jared
Francom and
his family
Wednesday at
the funeral for
Francom, who
was killed in
the line of duty.
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LDS voters lukewarm about Huntsman
and give low marks to Harry Reid.
By PEGGY FLETCHER STACK

The Salt Lake Tribune

Almost all Mormon Republicans (94 percent) have a favorable view of their fellow believer, Mitt Romney, but so do
a surprising 62 percent of LDS
Democrats.
Shared religion doesn’t always trump partisan politics,
though. Just ask Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid. The
Mormon Democrat from Nevada is viewed unfavorably by
more than half of LDS registered voters and fails to crack
50 percent even among fellow
Please see POLL, A6

Faith and
politics
Several LDS
politicians
appeared
on stage
Wednesday to
explain how
their religious
views mesh
nicely with
their party’s
political stands.
› A7
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Herbert to
launch new
clean-air
campaign
Environment •
Guv wants to
avert mandatory
pollution controls.

THE SALT LAKE TRIBUNE

Other Mormon ﬁndings

82 percent

46 percent

45 percent

26 percent

54 percent

52 percent

Say religion is “very
important” in their
lives, compared with
56 percent among the
general public.

Say there is a lot
of anti-Mormon
discrimination

Say immigrants
strengthen the country,
while 41 percent say
immigrants burden the
nation.

Say homosexuality
should be accepted,
compared with 58
percent who feel that
way among the general
public.

Say TV and ﬁlm
portrayals of Mormons
hurt their image

Say news coverage
of Mormonism
is fair
Source: Pew Forum on Religion & Public Life

By JUDY FAHYS

The Salt Lake Tribune

Utah Gov. Gary Herbert
plans in the next few weeks
to roll out a statewide clean
air campaign.
Its goals? Make Utah’s
air more breathable and
avert new pollution controls that could be mandated by Washington.
The g uiding pr inciple behind the campaign,
which will focus on voluntary actions by business
and people, is that meeting air-quality standards
is critical to public health
and the economy.
“If we are not able to
meet Clean Air Act standards soon, many areas of
the state will be subject to
federal sanctions, including restrictions on expanding or attracting businesses
and a loss of federal transportation funding,” says a
memo outlining the plan.
“Most importantly, failure
to meet air-quality standards may affect the health
of Utah residents, especially our most sensitive populations.”
The campaign is being
crafted by Amanda Smith,
director of the Utah Department of Environmental
Quality and Herbert’s energy adviser, and Alan Matheson, the governor’s new senior environmental adviser.
Herbert spokeswoman Ally
Isom said details of the plan
are still being ﬁnalized.
The governor’s ofﬁce did
not respond to requests for
comment Wednesday.
K at hy Va n Da me, a
member of the Utah Air
Quality Board and the
Wasatch Clean Air Coalition, said she likes the idea
of the governor using his
bully pulpit in the search
for solutions to the state’s
air-quality problems.
“The Wasatch Clean Air
Coalition has high hopes
for this effort,” she said.
“The solution will require
all of us working together.
It won’t be easy. If it was
easy, we would have done
it long ago.”
Utah regulators are
working on a cleanup plan
for particulate pollution —
which is generally a problem during winter inversions — and a maintenance
plan for ozone, generally a
problem in the summer in
urban areas of Utah.
Karen Hevel-Mingo,
spokeswoman for the advocacy group Breathe Utah,
applauded Herbert for recognizing how important
the issue has become in the
community. “I’m waiting
to see the details,” she said,
“and hopefully Breathe
Utah can help inform the
process as it goes along.”

Read the memo
Read Gov. Herbert’s
O
plan for the clean-air
campaign. › sltrib.com

Mitt Romney

Jon Huntsman

Poll

Harry Reid

party members of his faith.
These are among the findings in a sweeping poll released Thursday by the Pew
Forum on Religion & Public Life titled “Mormons in
America: Certain of Their Beliefs, Uncertain of Their Place
in Society.”
“I was struck by the degree
to which Mormons, on one
hand, feel misunderstood in
American society and discriminated against,” said Greg
Smith, chief PEW researcher
on this project. “On the other
hand, most Mormons told us
the acceptance of Mormonism
was on the rise.”
Overall, 86 percent of LDS
voters give positive marks to
Romney, fresh from back-toback victories in Iowa and
New Hampshire GOP presidential contests, compared
with 50 percent for former
Utah Gov. Jon Huntsman, a
fellow Mormon, 42 percent
for Secretary of State Hillary
Clinton, 25 percent for President Barack Obama and 22
percent for Reid.
Clinton and Obama scored
well among Mormon Democrats, earning favorable ratings of 89 percent and 78 percent, respectively. But those
two Democrats have won over
very few Mormon Republicans. In fact, nearly 90 percent of them view the president unfavorably.
That’s not unexpected,
given the right-leaning politics of most Latter-day Saints.
The poll shows 66 percent
call themselves conservative
while only 8 percent say they
are liberal. Nearly three-quarters (74 percent) identify with
or lean toward Republicans
while 17 percent side with
Democrats. Another 75 percent of Mormons would prefer
smaller government and fewer services while fewer than
half of all Americans share
that view. And support for the
tea party is higher among Latter-day Saints than among the
public as a whole.
The survey, conducted
Oct. 25 to Nov. 16 with 1,019
self-identiﬁed Mormons, has
an overall margin of error of
plus or minus 4.5 percentage
points.
LDS Democrats likely see
Romney as “a seminal ﬁgure

Survey of Mormons

one-party church,” Monson Is the U.S. ready for a
added. “[LDS] leaders have Mormon president?
said as much.”
Ideology and partisanship
The poll shows that only 10
of Mormon registered
Yes
No
Mormons identify as
74%
66% of
percent
of LDS respondents
56%
32%
voters are Republican or
conservative compared
view
the
Republican
Party
as
lean toward the Republican Party.
to 37% of the U.S. general public.
unfriendly toward MormonMormon women are less Republican and more Democratic than Mormon men.
ism, while 30 percent see the
Republican
Democratic
Democratic Party that way.
Depends/don’t know 12%
Mormon women
67%
22%
“It shows we have our work
Mormon men
cut out for us,” Utah Demo12%
81%
cratic Chairman Jim Daba- 62% of Mormons say the
American people know
kis said. “It’s not really an
Views of political ﬁgures among registered voters
little or nothing about Mormonism
LDS
problem
but
a
Democrat(Favorable/unfavorable/don’t know)
ic Party problem.”
the American people
Among U.S. Mormons
Among U.S. general public
68% say
as a whole do not see
Dabakis hopes that Utah
FAV
UNFAV
UNFAV
DK FAV
DK
Mormonism as part of
Democrats will be able to
Mitt Romney
86%
45% 17%
10% 4% 38%
mainstream American society.
convince
Mormons
that
“our
Jon Huntsman Jr. 50%
26% 24%
values, our ideas and our dis- 63% think that acceptance of
50%
Sarah Palin
43%
7% Mormonism is on the rise.
position are a lot more analoHillary Clinton
42%
55%
3% gous
to
the
LDS
Church
than
2011 National Survey of Mormons, Oct.
48%
72%
2%
25%
Barack Obama
2% 50%
the extremists who have tak- 25-Nov. 16, 2011. Q303, 209d, 309-311.
22%
Harry Reid
51%
27% may not add to 100% because of
en over the Republican Party.” Figures
rounding. Margin of error is ± 4.5%.
Democrats have to do “a Source: Pew Research Center’s Forum On
Views on government
much better job of explaining Religion & Public Life
what Democrats really stand The Salt Lake Tribune
Mormons are
of Mormons say they would prefer
20% of
75%
for,” he said. “When we do, we
satisﬁed with the
a smaller government providing
way things are going in the
fewer services over a bigger government
win.”
U.S., compared to 17% of
that provides more services, compared to
Ut a h G OP C h a i r m a n
Coming Saturday
the U.S. general public.
48% of the U.S. general public.
Thomas Wright said Latterday Saints may opt for his parThe Tribune’s Faith
Support for the tea party
ty because of its policies.
section will include
Do you agree or disagree with the tea party movement?
“Many of the values and bemore results from Pew’s
liefs and focuses of the Mor“Mormons in America”
Disagree
No opinion
No opinion
Agree Disagree
Agree
mon faith are reﬂected in the
poll.
Republican Party platform,”
17%
31%
he said. “But there’s no one
47%
46%
36%
23%
right party for anyone; every- — even though the Utah-based
one should be able to choose.” church abandoned the pracAmong U.S. Mormons
Among U.S. general public
In the Pew poll, 56 percent tice more than a century ago.
of LDS voters say the nation But the Pew survey discovered
2011 National Survey of Mormons, Oct. 25-Nov. 16, 2011. IDEO, PARTY, Q101a,b,g. Estimates of
ideology based on full sample, estimates of partisanship and views of political ﬁgures based on
is ready to elect a Mormon that Mormons are more conregistered voters. General public ﬁgures for ideology and partisanship from aggregated Pew
president. A recent Salt Lake cerned that their faith is seen
Research Center surveys conducted September-November 2011. General public ﬁgures for Obama
and Romney favorability from November 2011 Pew Research Center survey. Figures may not add to
Tribune national survey of as non-Christian or as a cult.
100% because of rounding. Margin of error is ± 4.5%.
The Salt Lake Tribune
all voters showed 60 percent
Virtually all LDS responwould be comfortable casting dents (97 percent) in the Pew
a ballot for an LDS command- poll see their church as Chriser in chief.
tian. Barely half (52 percent)
“I’ve seen this with my stuThe Tribune poll a lso in the Tribune survey considfor Mormonism in general,
partisan politics aside,” said dents,” said BYU sociologist painted polygamy as the big- ered Mormons to be Christian.
David Campbell, a political Marie Cornwall, another Pew gest negative that Ameriscientist at the University of adviser. “They are far more cans associate with the faith pstack@sltrib.com
Notre Dame and a Mormon conservative than [students
who advised Pew on the poll. were] 10 to 15 years ago.”
“He is a pathmaker for MorThat may be because older
mons just like Obama was for Mormons had a more diverse
blacks and Kennedy was for political experience, with men
15-day HEART OF EUROPE® Circle tour of Germany, Austria, switzerland,
Catholics.”
such as Democrat Hugh B.
Italy, france, Belgium & holland by Image tours
Price
Romney has represented Brown in the LDS First Presreflects
Mormons “reasonably well,” idency, according to Campbell.
$300
$
Savings
said Brigham Young Univer- Today’s young people have
per couple
Includes AIR from s. lAke CIty
sity political scientist Quin grown up in a Mormon world
Monson. “Plus, he’s not ex- that is “almost monolithically
May 16 & 21 departures. Includes air; escort, hotels, 21 meals, transportation in Europe;
tremely conservative, and Republican.”
and air taxes, per person double occupancy. BOOK BY 2/8/12. Call for a FREE brochure.
Mormon Democrats — at least
That’s a cautionary vision
CRUISE & TRAVEL MASTERS - Salt Lake City
in Utah — are probably more for the Mormon future, MonPh: 801-904-1100 CALL TODAY!
conservative than Democrats son said. The fear that the
overall.”
faith will become completely
The poll also reveals that, aligned with the Republican
unlike the rest of the nation, Party “has the potential to be
Mormons between ages 18 and exacerbated when this older
50 are even more Republican generation dies off.”
than those over 50.
“It’s not healthy to be a

Politics » Survey of Mormons
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FAITH
SLAMDANCE FILM FESTIVAL • This underground alternative to Sundance continues to
screen the unaccepted. Almost every year, a
ﬁlm or an alum who wrote or directed a ﬁlm
there, starts to run with the big dogs. > C7

“ If you can get up and do the

morning prayer, it sets the tone for the
whole day.”

CIVIL RIGHTS IN SONG • Martin Luther
King Jr., right, found solace in hymns, spirituals and other religious songs — from “Amazing Grace” to “We Shall Overcome” and the
“Hallelujah Chorus.” > C2

}

PEW POLL •
MORMONS IN AMERICA

A N G E L A YOU N G | A Muslim convert in Salt Lake City

So are prayers a
blessing? Good
heavens, yes
Ramadan • Turning
to God ﬁves times a
day brings relief.

Throughout the harried
hours, though, I found an unexpected but welcome oasis:
frequent prayer.
I’ve long been a once-a-day
By PEGGY FLETCHER STACK type, typically at night when
The Salt Lake Tribune
I often fall asleep, promising
to be better tomorrow. SeekI’m pretty sure I earned ing God ﬁve times a day has
some divine demerits on been the toughest part so
Day 11 of my 30-day, dawn- far of this Ramadan experi
experito-dusk fast.
ence (admitIt was a tough day at work, tedly six
writing stories that tested my months
ability to read, understand Please see
and correctly type num- STACK, C3
bers. I was frustrated with
sources who didn’t call back
and at my own failure to focus. When I got home, I stupidly criticized my husband
(though I didn’t say it with irritation — a minor triumph).
I couldn’t get the good deeds
done I had planned or read
the Quran as long as usual.

Difference between
Mormons, evangelicals
is all about the noise

T

wo weeks ago, I skipped
my own church services and instead attended
a Christian community
church with some family members.
Because it was only a week
since I had provoked the Jesus police over a broader deﬁnition of the word “Christian,”
I wondered how it would go.
Would our differences be all
that really mattered?
It never came up. As it
turned out, we had a lot in
common — way more than we
didn’t. The music didn’t hold
my attention much, the seating was equally torturous and
the preaching ranged from the
mildly interesting to the criminally boring. In other words,
it was exactly like my church.
I did notice one glaring difference, something no amount
of theological quibbling could
explain. It was the noise.

ROBERT
KIRBY
There wasn’t any at the community church. Not from kids
anyway.
As we entered the building,
most of the children were siphoned off to a kid meeting
somewhere else in the building. The adults went into the
worship service unencumbered by diaper bags, coloring books and snacks.
Mormons worship with
our kids, at least we do for
the main meeting. Moreover,
Please see KIRBY, C3

What makes a good Mormon?
Latter-day Saints talk about their doctrines, their desires with some surprising results.
By PEGGY FLETCHER STACK

identify Latter-day Saints, “family home evenings”
but is shunning these hot and believing that church
drinks “essential” to being founder Joseph Smith saw
Faithful Mormons don’t a good Mormon?
God as more vital.
drink coffee or tea. SomeNot necessarily, at least
So says a massive new
times they even flip over according to the group that poll from the Pew Forum
their coffee cups at restau- matters most: Mormons on Religion & Public Life
rants, sending a visual cue themselves.
titled “Mormons in Ameriof their orthodoxy.
They rank helping the ca: Certain in Their Beliefs,
This practice may help p o or, hold i ng r eg u l a r Uncertain in Their Place in

The Salt Lake Tribune

Society.”
The survey of 1,019 selfidentified Mormons nationwide measures LDS attitudes about everything
from politics to prophets, missions to marriages. It also asked how happy
Mormons are within their
Please see MORMONS, C2

Let us do the work for you…
You can enjoy a carefree lifestyle while our professional
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Martin Luther King found his balm in beloved hymns

Percent of Mormons who say that each of the following is
essential to being a good Mormon.

80%

Believing Joseph Smith saw God
the Father and Jesus Christ.

73%

Working to help the poor.

51%

Regular family home evenings.

49%

Not drinking coffee or tea.

32%

Not watching R-rated movies.

Religious beliefs and practices
How important is religion in your life?
Somewhat 26%

Somewhat
13%

Not
too/
at all
4%

Very

82%

U.S. Mormons

Not too/
at all
16%

Very

56%
U.S. general public

Don’t
know
1%

How often do you pray?
Several
times
a day

Once a day Less often/
19%
never
16%
Don’t
know
1%

64%

Once a day
20% Less often/
never

Several
times
a day

38%

41%

U.S. general public

U.S. Mormons

Don’t
know
2%

How often do you attend religious services?
Monthly/
yearly 15%

Weekly
or more

77%

Seldom
never
8%

Weekly
or
more

Monthly/
yearly

Seldom
never

33%
39%

U.S. Mormons

27%

U.S. general public

Don’t
know
1%

Cultural and moral issues

86%

of Mormons believe that
polygamy is morally wrong.

79%

believe that sex between unmarried
adults is morally wrong.

74%

believe that having an abortion
is morally wrong.

54%

believe that drinking alcohol
is morally wrong.

25%

believe that divorce is morally wrong.

2011 National Survey of Mormons, Oct. 25-Nov. 16, 2011. Q405. General public
ﬁgures from 2007 Pew Forum U.S. Religious Landscape Survey. Figures may not
add to 100% because of rounding. Margin of error is ± 4.5%.
Source: Pew Research Center’s Forum on Religion & Public Life

percent believe families can
be bound together eternally; and 91 percent believe the
Book of Mormon was written
by ancient prophets.
Some of these novel beliefs
prompt others to question
whether the faith is Christian,
but don’t expect LDS leaders

to change those teachings to
win approval.
“Mormons want acceptance,
but not assimilation,” Michael Otterson, head of LDS
Church public affairs, writes
in The Washington Post. “No
church leader I have ever
heard preach has suggested

Atheists

National survey » Mormons in America
Being a good Mormon

that have meaning conﬁned to
the 1950s and ’60s.”
King particularly enjoyed
Jackson’s rendition of “Amazing Grace,” Vivian said. After
she sang the spiritual “How I
Got Over” at the 1963 March
on Washington, Baldwin said,
King later wrote her to say she
set the tone for his “I Have a
Dream” speech.
His love for a range of music was reflected in his sermons — in which he sometimes recited lines or whole
stanzas of sacred songs. In a
1957 sermon, he said the Easter message was reﬂected in
such hymns as “All Hail the
Power of Jesus’ Name” and
“In Christ There Is No East or
West” as well as words from
the “Hallelujah Chorus” of
Handel’s “Messiah.”
In that way, lyrics became
more important than the musical notes that accompanied
them, helping King deliver
his message, said James Abbington, who teaches church
music and worship at Emory
University’s Candler School of
Theology.
“King was a tra ined

kind neighbors and faithful
friends.”
Some 83 percent of Latterday Saints in the survey pray
every day, 77 percent say they
Anti-Mormon
attend religious services at
discrimination
least once a week, 79 percent
report paying tithing (10 perPercent of Mormons who
cent of their annual income),
say there is a lot of discrimi65 percent say they have a recnation against each of the
ommend to enter Mormon
following groups.
temples
and 27 percent say
59%
they served a full-time LDS
55%
mission.
By these responses, the report says, “Mormons exhib46%
it higher levels of religious
commitment than many other religious groups, including
white evangelical Protestants.”
In fact, many Mormons
(40 percent to 46 percent) see
31%
their beliefs as similar to other Christians, especially Catholics.
“This is more about social
19%
conservatism,” says Brigham
Young University sociologist
13%
Marie Cornwall, “than theology.”
When she was young, says
Cornwall, who advised Pew
on the poll, “it was all about
Mormonism and everybody
else was wrong. It was the
Bush years that helped coMost important problems
for Mormons?
alesce the religious right with
Republicanism,
bringing reliMormons be56% of
gious people together, particlieve that misperularly evangelicals, Catholics
ceptions, discrimination,etc.
and Mormons.”
pose the most problems for
Mormons.
As to LDS behavior, Cornwall
questions the high numMisconceptions about
34%
bers on tithing and attenMormonism
dance, which she attributes
Not seen as Christian
12%
to the survey’s methodology,
Seen as cult/sect
7%
which clearly found “a hyperSeen as polygamists
7%
active [Mormon] sample.”
She also notes that the imDiscrimination
6%
portance of tithe-paying has
Prejudice/bias/stigma/etc. 6%
been emphasized in recent
Acceptance/mistrust
4%
years. It went along with the
church’s push to have everyone get a temple recommend,
Mormon beliefs
which attests a person’s worMost Mormons certain in
thiness to enter one of the
their beliefs, but signiﬁcant
faith’s sacred temples.
minority expresses doubts
“In order to get one, everyWhich is closer to your
one had to pay tithing,” Cornview? Some teachings of
wall says, “and that began to
the LDS Church are hard for
create a very narrow definime to believe, OR I believe
tion
of a Mormon identity.
wholeheartedly in all the
What
a good Mormon is today
teachings of the church?
is more limited today than it
Believe wholewas 50 years ago.”
heartedly in all
Reeves suspects the poll’s
language may have triggered
the high numbers.
“The questions surrounding belief and practice are
very close to those questions
U.S.
which are asked in a temple
Mormons
recommend interview,” he
writes. “As such, it is unsurprising that those same people who self-identify as Mormon,
and those who also have
Some hard
Neither/
higher
rates of holding a temto believe
don’t know
ple recommend, would give
22%
1%
the types of answers providThe Salt Lake Tribune
ed in this survey.”
Matthew Bow man, an
that Mormons should drop American religious history
their distinctiveness — the scholar and another poll advery characteristics that the viser, says actual church atPew study identifies — in or- tendance is “nowhere near”
der to become more popular the 77 percent reported in
with the world at large. In the the survey.
mainstream or out, Latter“This likely tells us ... that
day Saints will strive to be people who call themselves
good Mormons, true believers, ‘Mormon’ attend church at
Evangelicals

communities, about discrimination against them and
about misrepresentation of
their faith by other religions
and the media.
“I was struck by the degree to which Mormons, on
one hand, feel misunderstood in American society
and discriminated against,”
says chief Pew researcher
Greg Smith. “On other hand,
most Mormons told us acceptance of Mormonism was on
the rise.”
Part of that misunderstanding clearly is linked
to polygamy, a practice the
Utah-based faith abandoned
more than a century ago, but
which has made a comeback
in popular culture through
shows such as HBO’s “Big
Love.” That may be why most
poll respondents (54 percent)
say TV and movie portrayals
of Mormons hurt their image.
As for polygamy itself, 86
percent of Mormons soundly condemn the practice as
“morally wrong,” higher than
the 79 percent who decry sex
between unmarried adults.
“When Mormons are answering this question … they
are speaking about what will,
in the contemporary church,
cause you to lose your membership,” Aaron Reeves, a
Mormon blogger who teaches
at the University of Essex in
England, writes in an email.
“As such, they are right to suggest that polygamists will be
excommunicated more readily than those guilty of premarital coitus.”
O n g ay r ig ht s , a n i s sue that has divided many
church members and drawn
the LDS Church into a sometimes-ﬁerce political fray, 65
percent say homosexuality
“should be discouraged by society” while 26 percent say
it should be accepted. That’s
practically the opposite of
the general public, where 58
percent argue homosexuality should be accepted and 33
percent say it should be discouraged.
The poll, which has an
overa ll ma rg in of er ror
of plus or minus 4.5 percent, also provides a telling
glimpse of how Mormons
view their own faith.
Virtually all the respondents (97 percent) say their
religion is Christian. Barely half (52 percent) those in
a recent Salt Lake Tribune
nationwide survey of all voters agreed that Mormons are
Christians.
The vast majority of Mormons say religion is “very
important” in their lives
and “wholeheartedly” embrace the faith’s distinctive
doctrines. For instance, 94
percent believe the church’s
president is a prophet; 94
percent believe God the Father and Jesus Christ are
separate, physical beings; 95

Somebody” that moved people toward the goal of creating
King’s “beloved community.”
“He cherished the great
hymns of the church, particularly those that spoke to the
ethic of service,” he said, “and
to be involved in changing the
quality of life of human beings.”
Music such as the movement’s iconic theme song, “We
Shall Overcome,” and others that King favored incorporate timeless values, Baldwin said. “Those are not songs

Blacks
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studies professor at Vanderbilt University who has written on King’s cultural roots
and prayer life, said the song
addressed some of the helplessness the Baptist minister
must have felt as he constantly faced threats and attacks.
“I think that song spoke of
that,” Baldwin said. “Give me
courage, give me perseverance.”
Beyond music that encouraged him, Baldwin said King
particularly appreciated
songs such as “If I Can Help

Muslims

Mormons

Courtesy photo

Martin Luther King Jr. turned to “Balm in Gilead” for a lift.

Gays/lesbians

At 87, the Rev. C.T. Vivian
can still recall the moment,
decades after the height of the
civil rights movement.
As he stood to conclude
a meeting in his Atlanta
home, the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. joined his activist colleagues in song, his eyes
closed, rocking back and forth
on his heels.
“There is a balm in Gilead,” they sang, “to make the
wounded whole.”
As the nation pauses Jan. 16
to mark King’s legacy, those
who knew him say hymns,
spirituals and other religious songs helped carry him
through troubled times.
The spiritual fit King’s
unique circumstances, said
Vivian, who recently was
named vice president of the
Southern Christian Leadership Conference, the civil
rights organization co-founded by King.
“The average Christian
doesn’t have to pick up his
phone when it rings and think

about somebody killing him
or his children,” Vivian said.
“The average Christian didn’t
have any of that.”
Although King had other
favorites, his widow, Coretta
Scott King, wrote in her autobiography that it was “Balm
in Gilead” that “my husband
quoted when he needed a lift.”
The first stanza she cited
in My Life With Martin Luther King Jr. reads:
Sometimes I feel discouraged
And think my work’s in vain
But then the Holy Spirit
Revives my soul again.
King also was comforted
by “Precious Lord, Take My
Hand,” a hymn sung by Mahalia Jackson at his 1968 funeral and by Aretha Franklin
at the dedication of the new
King memorial in Washington last year. “Through the
storm, through the night,” it
goes, “lead me on to the light.”
Accounts of King’s life say it
was the last song he requested,
moments before he was shot
on a motel balcony in Memphis, Tenn.
Lewis Baldwin, a religious

Mormons

By ADELLE M. BANKS

Religion News Service

77%

theologian,” he said. “Music
becomes the platter or the
handmaiden for theology.”
But in a life steeped in
hymns, spirituals and other music of black culture, the
question remains: Could King
sing?
Friends and scholars say
he often would sing with a
group but seldom as a soloist. In her autobiography, his
widow recalled that he once
ended up singing “His Eye
Is on the Sparrow” as an unintentional solo and had to
overcome “real stage fright”
as he sang the whole song by
himself.
“I never really told him he
couldn’t sing,” wrote his widow, a trained classical vocalist, in her 1969 book. “He had
a good voice for a choir.”
The Rev. Joseph Lowery,
who co-founded the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference with King, laughed off
the question.
“I refuse to comment on the
grounds it might make me
sound nasty,” he said. “His gift
was speaking more than singing, but he loved music.”

Other Mormon
poll ﬁndings
» 82 percent store
food for emergencies,
while 35 percent have
enough to last more
than three months.
» 77 percent believe
“wholeheartedly” in
Mormon teachings,
but 22 percent (30 percent of converts) ﬁnd
some tenets hard to
believe.
» 57 percent say most of
their close friends are
Mormons.
» 11 percent say women should be ordained
to the current all-male
LDS priesthood (13
percent of men say
that compared with 8
percent of women).
Source: Pew Forum on Religion & Public
Life

pretty high rates, or say they
do,” he writes at juvenileinstructor.org. “And it tells
us that, perhaps, Mormons
who don’t go to church much
might not call themselves
‘Mormon.’ ”
So what behaviors and beliefs do contemporary Latterday Saints believe are not just
important but also essential
to the faith?
For starters, believing that
Joseph Smith saw God the Father and Jesus Christ, according to 80 percent of Mormons
surveyed. Nearly as many (73
percent) also view working to
help the poor as vital. More
than half (51 percent) rank
holding regular “family home
evenings” as essential, 49 percent say not drinking coffee
and tea, and 32 percent say
avoiding R-rated movies.
Reeves didn’t expect respondents to put family home
evening ahead of not drinking
tea or coffee.
The LDS Church’s Word of
Wisdom health code — which
also calls on members to shun
alcohol and tobacco — traditionally has been a “prominent marker of Mormon identity,” he writes.
A s a Br itish Mor mon,
Reeves says he suspects that
“the Word of Wisdom would be
‘essential’ to a larger number
of [British] members because
of the higher social costs in
the [United Kingdom] with
abstaining from tea and coffee in particular.”
But Philip Barlow, chairman of Mormon History and
Culture at Utah State University, likes the way LDS respondents ranked the essentials of
their faith.
“I would want character to
trump doctrine,” says Barlow, a Mormon. “Character
and charity and respect and
tolerance and compassion
are more fundamental to my
Mormon identity.”
In short, people before piety.
pstack@sltrib.com
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Mitt Romney, who appears headed for victory in the
Sunshine State, and his chief rival, Newt Gingrich,
stormed Florida on Monday in a ﬁnal blitz of sharply negative campaigning, trading accusations on the eve of the state’s crucial primary. > A3
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Suspect in

Ogden shooting

behind bars

Utah • Matthew
David Stewart, 37,
the Ogden man
accused of killing
one police ofﬁcer
and wounding ﬁve
others during a
shootout Jan. 4, is
out of the hospital
and behind bars. > B1

50%

Furnace or A/C tune-up > $20
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Data: Many
teen moms
thought they
were sterile
Health • Utah teens
also more likely to
report they struggle
to get contraception.
By HEATHER MAY

The Salt Lake Tribune
Tribune ﬁle photo

Mitt Romney

Website attacks
Susan Powell’s
parents and
WVC police
Utah • Days before
a Washington state
custody hearing for
the children of missing West Valley City
mother Susan Powell, the family of
Josh Powell launches
a website accusing
the missing woman’s parents of child
abuse and the West
Valley City police of
incompetence. > B1

[
Newt Gingrich
HI

Photos by The Associated Press

Former Massachusetts Gov. Mitt Romney campaigns at Ring Power Lift Trucks in Jacksonville, Fla., on
Monday, while former House Speaker Newt Gingrich, with his wife, Callista, speaks in Pensacola, Fla.

Utahns have praise and
warnings about Gingrich
Politics • Former Congress members
say presidential hopeful has a brilliant
mind, but they question other traits.

on loan from The Smithsonian.
Gingrich was good to
the newly elected Utah
congresswoman, putting
By ROBERT GEHRKE
baby, then-House Speak- her on the House Rules
The Salt Lake Tribune
er Newt Gingrich threw Committee, a powerful
a baby shower in his Cap- position never before givW hen E n id M ic k- itol ofﬁce, with blue and en to a freshman.
elsen became the sec- pink streamers hanging
But, as Mickelsen
ond sitting congress- from a Tyrannosaurus (formerly Enid Greene
woman to be expecting a rex skull Gingrich had
Please see GINGRICH, A3

Inside •
Chaffetz
earns ire
of Gingrich
camp
Rep. Jason
Chaffetz has
put himself in
the middle of
the Florida ﬁght
between Mitt
Romney and
his chief rival,
former House
Speaker Newt
Gingrich. › A3
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Just like their national
counterparts, about half of
Utah teens who get pregnant
on accident aren’t using contraception.
But Utah teens stand out
for the reasons they aren’t
using protection. According
to newly released national
and Utah data, they are much
more likely than other teen
moms to say that:
• They struggled to get
birth control.
• T hey t houg ht t hey
couldn’t get pregnant at the
Please see TEEN MOMS, A6

Capitol watch • A4
VOL. 283 | NO. 109

Self-reported birth
control methods used
among teens who had an
unintended pregnancy
from 2004-08, according
to the Utah Department
of Health

52.6%

Didn’t use
contraception

21.1%

Used “highly effective”
methods such
as IUDs or oral
contraceptives

5.5%

Used “less effective” methods including
diaphragm and
withdrawal

LDS Church is
ready to confront
history questions
Religion • Information
on the Internet scaring
away some members, so
faith plans to open up.
By PEGGY FLETCHER STACK

D11
C4
A12
E4
E1
C7
B6
D1
C8

Some
numbers

The Salt Lake Tribune

An LDS student surfs the
Internet for a school assignment and discovers that Mormon founder Joseph Smith had
multiple wives, even marrying
a 14-year-old.
A returned LDS missionary,
preparing a Sunday school lesson, comes across a website alleging that the Book of Mormon was plagiarized from a
novel.
Please see CHURCH, A6

“

The
church is
concerned
about misinformation
and distorted
information,
but we are
doing better
and trying
harder to get
our story told
in an accurate
way.”
MARLIN
JENSEN

LDS general
authority
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Teen moms
≥ Continued from A1

time.
• They believed they or
their partner was sterile.
The data suggest some
Utah teens don’t know the
facts of life — either because
public schools are limited in
what they can say about sex,
say opponents of Utah’s sex
education law, or because the
teens aren’t listening in class,
say the law’s supporters.
Regardless, the data provide one of the few glimpses into Utah teen sexuality.
School districts and the state
health department won’t ask
students whether they are
sexually active, their number
of partners and use of protection. Most other states conduct such surveys.
The teen pregnancy report comes from the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention’s Pregnant Risk Assessment Monitoring System, which surveys women
who have recently had a live
birth. They are asked about
their experiences and attitudes before, during and after pregnancy. The CDC analyzed the responses of teens
ages 15-19 who had unintended pregnancies from 19 states,
representing 30 percent of all
U.S. teen births.
The Utah Department of
Health, which questioned
the new mothers for the CDC,
provided the state data to
The Salt Lake Tribune. Nearly 17,400 babies were born
to Utah teen mothers from
2004 to 2008. Nearly 70 percent of the Utah births were
unintended.
Among the teens with unintended pregnancies:
• Slightly more Utah teens
weren’t using contraception —
53 percent versus 50 percent
nationally.
• 35 percent of teens
ages 15-17 across the country thought they couldn’t get
pregnant at the time, compared to 49 percent in Utah.
The k nowledge gap was
smaller for older teens.
• About 14 percent of teens,
15-17, nationally said they had
trouble getting birth control,
compared to 22 percent in
Utah.
• And among the youngest teens, ages 15 to 17, nearly 24 percent thought they or
their partner was sterile, a
rate three times higher than
the rest of the country.
By comparison, only 10
percent of Utah women ages
20 and older thought they or
their partner was sterile.
No follow-up questions
were asked, so it is unclear
why the teens believed what

THE SALT LAKE TRIBUNE

Reasons teen moms didn’t use contraception

These are self-reported reasons for not using contraception
when an unintended pregnancy occurred among teen mothers,
ages 15-19, who had live births. The U.S. data are from 19 states.
Percent of Utah teen moms

Percent of U.S. teen moms

Thought I couldn't get pregnant at the time:

Ages 15-17

Ages 18-19

35.1%

49%

Partner did not want to use contraception:

Ages 15-17

33.9%
29.5%

Ages 18-19

31.4%
26.1%

Did not mind if I got pregnant:

Ages 15-17

22.1%
18.1%

Had trouble getting birth control:

Ages 15-17

14%

29.7%
22.4%

Ages 18-19

Ages 18-19

22.2%

Thought partner or I was sterile:

Ages 15-17

8.3%

23.8%

22.2%
24.2%

20.3%
12.7%

Ages 18-19
13.9%
7.9%

Source: CDC report "Prepregnancy Contraceptive Use Among Teens with Unintended Pregnancies Resulting in
Live Births — Pregnancy Risk Assessment Monitoring System
(PRAMS), 2004-2008." Utah Department of Health
The Salt Lake Tribune

they did.
Liz Zentner, Utah PTA
president-elect a nd the
group’s former health commissioner, called the sterility statistic “unbelievable.”
“All I can think of is you’ve
got young men who are just
feeding a story to these girls,”
she said.
Laurie Baksh, manager of
the health department’s Maternal and Infant Health Program, wonders if the teens
thought they were sterile because they didn’t get pregnant during previous sexual
encounters.
“It could be she doesn’t understand the fertility cycle,”
she said, noting that even
college-aged women in Utah
have reported that they were
ignorant about their cycles.
Teens have told providers
at the University of Utah’s
Teen Mother and Child Program/Teen Health Clinic
in Salt Lake City that they
thought they were sterile because a doctor told them that,
said Joni Hemond, medical
director of the program.
“I don’t know anyone practicing who would ever tell a
child that. To me, it says maybe they [the teens] are misinterpreting.”
Zentner said teens are
taught when they can get
pregnant and even how to
avoid pregnancy in their
health classes. State law says
teachers must promote abstinence; they can mention contraception but not encourage
its use.
“If they’re covering the
[state] curriculum, kids are
getting enough information,”
she said, adding that some
teens just aren’t listening.

Still, some teachers fear
running afoul of the law and
don’t talk about contraception. And four school districts
discuss only abstinence: Jordan, Canyons, Alpine and
Nebo.
“The key is the parents
need to get more involved
with their kids and not stand
back and say, ‘I talked to
them when they were 8,’ ”
Zentner said.
Karrie Galloway, CEO of
the Planned Parenthood Association of Utah, chalks up
Utah teens’ answers to the
“lack” of sex education. “Kids
here live in the dark,” she
said. “They don’t know how
their bodies work. They don’t
know how to protect themselves.”
The CDC says there is insufﬁcient evidence to show abstinence-based education like
Utah’s prevents pregnancy. It
recommends a “comprehensive” approach where teachers
can promote abstinence along
with other ways to reduce the
risks of pregnancy.
So Galloway is not surprised that more Utah teens
say they can’t get birth control.
Public schools aren’t allowed to tell teens they can
get free condoms at Planned
Parenthood or a birth-control
prescription without their
parents’ permission.
While Utah law forbids
government health clinics
from giving teens birth control without parental consent, Planned Parenthood receives federal Title X funding
that grants conﬁdentiality to
teens.

Church

Shall Prosper: New Light on
Sensitive Issues to address
some of the hot-button issues of Mormon history and
In a nonscientiﬁc online
doctrine, offering members
survey last fall, researchways to answer critics.
ers at the Open Stories
While Mormons should
Foundation found that
not be “consumed with pro81 percent cited loss of
vocative materials critical of
faith in Mormon founder
the [LDS] Church, the day
Joseph Smith as a modfor ignoring such matters is
erate or strong factor in
long past,” editor Robert Miltheir no longer believing
let wrote in the book’s introin the LDS Church. Anduction. “The Internet is
other 84 percent said
ﬁlled with thousands of pagthey studied LDS histoes of anti-Mormon polemic,
ry and lost their faith.
and it is extremely difﬁcult
About 79 percent lost
for people to receive an honfaith in Mormonism’s
est and fair appraisal of Morfounding scripture, the
monism without signiﬁcant
Book of Mormon.
effort on their part.”
The survey, which was
Chapters are written by
posted on various LDS-revarious authors — most of
lated blogs and websites
them professors at churchas well as Facebook, atowned Brigham Young Unitracted more than 3,000
versity — and tackle tough
self-selected, nonrepretopics, including the Morsentative responses. It
mon view of God; the differfound that the two hising accounts of founder Jotorical issues that most
seph Smith’s “First Vision”;
negatively affected beSmith’s money-digging aclief in the faith were “the
tivities and plural marriage
Book of Abraham” — a
to teenage girls; the lengthy
Mormon text that Smith
quoting of biblical passages
said was based on Egypin the Book of Mormon; and
tian papyri he obtained
new questions surrounding
— and polygamy, which
the faith’s signature scripthe church abandoned
ture from DNA analysis.
in 1890.
The contributors stress
that there are sound answers
Source: whymormonsleave.com
to these sticky questions.
“We are fully persuaded
are also working on an initia- that Mormonism is not only
tive to answer some of these true and faithful but also reamore pressing questions.”
sonable,” Millet wrote. “Ours
Late last year, the church’s is in fact a rational theology.”
publishing arm, Deseret
Jensen insists critics
Book, put out No Weapon
Please see CHURCH, A7

Why some
Mormons leave

≥ Continued from A1

Surprised by what they
find so easily online, more
and more members of the
Utah-based Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints
are encountering crises of
faith. Some even leave the
fold and, feeling betrayed,
join the ranks of Mormon
opponents.
It’s a growing problem, acknowledges LDS general authority Marlin Jensen, the
faith’s outgoing church historian, and one Mormon leaders are working to confront.
“Never before have we had
this information age, with social networking and bloggers
publishing unvetted points
of view,” Jensen said in an
interview Monday. “The
church is concerned about
misinformation and distorted information, but we are
doing better and trying harder to get our story told in an
accurate way.”
The church “has made
no effort to hide or obscure
its history,” Jensen said, but
some aspects — such as polygamy — “haven’t been emphasized often because they
were not necessarily germane to what is taught at
present.”
Can the LDS Church do
better to explain its history,
even to its own members?
Sure, Jensen said. “Can we
weave some of this into our
seminaries, institutes and
adult curriculum? I think
we can, and efforts are under way to do that.”
The church has assigned
a staffer to create “a strategy to get church history
onto the Web,” he said. “We
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“ [There is a] “discrepancy between a church history that has been selectively rendered through the Church

Education System and Sunday school manuals, and a less-ﬂattering version universally accessible on the Internet.”
T E R RY L GI V E N S | A Mormon scholar and writer

Tribune ﬁle photo

Elder Marlin Jensen of the
LDS Church’s First Quorum of
Seventy has been replaced as
the church’s historian and will
become an emeritus general
authority in October 2012. He
says the faith plans to arm its
members with more information to confront “misinformation” on the Internet, especially about the church’s history.

Church

Mormon scholar and writer Terryl Givens. “It is an epidemic.”
There is a “discrepancy between a church history that
has been selectively rendered through the Church
Education System and Sunday school manuals, and a
less-ﬂattering version universally accessible on the Internet,” Givens wrote in an email
from Virginia. “The problem
is not so much the discovery
of particular details that are
deal breakers for the faithful;
the problem is a loss of faith
and trust in an institution
that was less that forthcoming to begin with.”
Another issue is the “veneration for Smith and other

leaders that imposes on them
an idealized portrait of goodness and inerrancy out of all
proportion to Smith’s own
self-understanding of his
role,” said Givens, a professor
of literature and religion at
the University of Richmond.
“Biblical prophets like Moses
and Jonah are depicted as accomplishing God’s purposes
in spite of personal ﬂaws, misjudgments and downright bad
choices.”
Why not take the same approach, he asked, with Mormon prophets?
LDS scholar Richard Bushman, author of the critically acclaimed biography Joseph Smith: Rough Stone
Rolling, has become a kind of

According to the NFPA, one of the leading causes of home fire
is heating! For your safety, find trouble before it finds you!

≥ Continued from A6

overstate the LDS exodus over
the church’s history.
“I have heard that our overall activity, especially in the
United States, is as good as it’s
ever been,” he said. “To say we
are experiencing some Titanic-like wave of apostasy is inaccurate.”
Other Mormon observers,
though, see such defections
as a major trend, especially
among 20-somethings.
“I definitely get the sense
that this is a real crisis,” said

Unbelieveable Furnace
& Air Conditioning Offer

22995
995

$

historical therapist, he wrote
in an email from his home in
New York, “counseling with
distraught wives and parents or disaffected Mormons
themselves.”
For those who discover unwelcome information about
the church’s history online,
Bushman said, “the whole picture changes in a ﬂash — like
those optical illusions that
show a beautiful woman and
a hag.”

IRS RELIEF!
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over 14,000 IRS
Debts!!
Average Client not
ﬁled for 8 yrs.
We can prepare all
unﬁled returns

Joseph Smith used a ‘peep
stone’ in a hat to translate the
Book of Mormon, he’ll think
that’s cool or interesting.”
But when L at ter-Day
Saints ﬁnd out about that on
the Internet at age 50, he said,
they’ll ask, “Why didn’t the
church tell me?”
By then, Givens said, you
may have lost them.

The best way to prevent
this from happening, Bushman said, is to give Mormons
“the whole story from the beginning. If the disruptive
facts are worked into the history Latter-day Saints learn
as they grow up, they won’t
be turned upside down when
they come across something
negative.”
Indeed, said Givens, “if you
tell a 12-year-old child that

pstack@sltrib.com
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Remembering
Bishop Romney

STEVEN SENNE
The Associated Press

Presidential candidate Mitt Romney
served as an LDS
bishop and stake
president in Belmont, Mass., in the
1980s and 1990s.

Church service • Boston Mormons recall not a stern, stiff sermonizer, but a caring, creative leader.
By PEGGY FLETCHER STACK

The Salt Lake Tribune

The Mitt Romney whom
many Americans see today
is often depicted as wealthy,
wooden and out of touch with
the working class. To some, he
seems gaffe prone, detached,
even distant.
But that’s not the man Boston Mormons knew in the late
1980s and early ’90s, when
Romney was an LDS leader,
colleague and friend.
Many saw him as an eloquent speaker, a compassionate counselor and a creative
problem-solver, generous with
his money and quick to help
any in need.
Are the two guys related?
W hile Romney was

“ I do not believe his public demeanor is a false persona.

He has a certain elegance or formality about him even
when he jokes around in private, even when I saw him
theatrically and comically do his moon-walk, even in his
swimming shorts while ﬂipping burgers at his island
retreat while hosting guests, even when in dirty Levi’s
while climbing a ladder to ﬁx a ward member’s leaky roof.”
PH I L I P B A R L OW | Served with Bishop Mitt Romney as one of his counselors

building his career at Bain
Capital, he was also an LDS
bishop (equivalent to a pastor)
and a stake president (presiding over several area congregations) in Belmont, Mass. Because the Salt Lake City-based
Church of Jesus Christ of

Latter-day Saints has no paid
clergy, Mormon men take
turns overseeing wards (congregations) and stakes while
continuing their full-time careers.
As a religious leader, Romney met weekly with students,

teachers, immigrant converts
and Utah transplants. He had
to learn how to give sermons,
advise squabbling couples,
organize worship services,
manage budgets and address
the diverse spiritual needs of
more than 1,000 Mormons in

the region.
What to do with church
members from Southeast Asia,
who spoke separate languages and needed a place to worship together? How to help
the desperately poor Haitians
ﬁnd jobs? Should he respond
to feminists who were pushing for more leadership and
involvement?
By most accounts, Romney
was a good listener, a measured thinker and an innovative manager who considered various positions before
making decisions. He was occasionally willing to work
around bureaucratic edicts
from Salt Lake City to better
serve his people. He allowed
divorced men to continue
Please see ROMNEY, F6
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Romney

Editor’s note

≥ Continued from F5

Your child
has only one
opportunity for
an education.
•Academic Excellence
• Small Classes
•Covey Leadership School

in their leadership positions,
rather than remove them as
church policy dictated at the
time.
When LDS Family Services refused to place a baby with
Brett and Janna Sorensen because Janna planned to return to work, Romney backed
the couple. Eventually, the
policy against adoptions for
working moms changed.
To most members, Bishop
Romney was pragmatic and
open.
—
Competence counts • Given
Romney’s experience in the
working world, friends say, he
was attracted to competence.
He chose men with keen
expertise as his two counselors in the stake presidency,
relying on them more than
on the 12 men who sat on the
“high council.” He also counted on competent people and
didn’t have much use for
those who were not.
“I don’t think Mitt cares

This is an updated version of a Salt Lake Tribune
story that ran in January 2008.
whether people are male or female, rich or poor, Republican
or Democrat, old or young,”
says Helen Claire Sievers, director of the WorldTeach program housed at Harvard, “but
he really cares about their
competency.”
Sievers says Romney was
“a wonderful leader because
he really cared. He gave every ounce he had, and he had
many ounces to give.”
Romney was “comfortable
in his skin,” recalls Philip Barlow, chair of Mormon History and Culture at Utah State
University, who was one of
Bishop Romney’s counselors.
The future Republican presidential front-runner even
showed off his “moon-walking” skills one day, gliding
backward in a smooth imitation of Michael Jackson.
Please see ROMNEY, F7
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COURTESY | The Associated Press

George Romney and son Mitt in their Michigan home in 1957.

Romney
≥ Continued from F6

Like some LDS leaders, insiders say, Romney could be
insistent on the rightness of
his position. He was used to
dictating actions, then having the members raise their
hands in support. He did not
have to make a case for his decisions nor persuade his listeners with a compelling argument.
That didn’t work so well
with feminists.
—

Special Buy! Freeze-Dried
Garden Vegetable Combo
FN-C555

COURTESY | The Associated Press

Six-year-old Mitt Romney gets
Abortion and adoption • ready to play some baseball
Though sometimes progres- in Michigan in 1953.
sive in his approach to women’s issues, Romney nonetheless was a product of the LDS medical complications. Her
male culture of the time. He stake president had already
didn’t initially believe, for ex- approved the procedure when
ample, that there were cases Romney arrived at the hospiof physical or sexual abuse of tal and forcefully counseled
women in the stake, though her against it.
plenty of evidence pointed to
Shelton later wrote about
it.
the experience anonymousAs a young bishop, for ex- ly in Exponent II, a national
ample, Romney got word that newspaper for Mormon womCarroll Shelton, a woman in en that was published in Romhis ward, was considering an ney’s Boston stake. (She alabortion. This was Shelton’s lowed her name to be used for
sixth pregnancy. She was in the ﬁrst time in Ronald Scott’s
her 40s, had four teenage recent book, Mitt Romney: An
children and had developed
Please see ROMNEY, F8

Contents:
FD Cauliﬂower
FD Celery Dices
FD Sweet Corn
FD Greeen Beans
FD Green Peas
FD Onion Flakes

70

Heirloom Seeds Combo

1899

99

Freeze-Dried Chicken
Breast Strips FN-C125
Buy 6+

28 28
99

SALE!

49

Contents:
Beans
Carrots
Corn
Cucumber
Lettuce
Onions
Peas
Peppers, Sweet
Tomatoes
Zucchini

Trekker 2 Emergency Kit
K7-M520

9995

EACH

EACH

Hand Grain Mill

5499

FG-S011

SALE!

SALE!

FP-M150

SALE!

Emergency
Essentials

®

LOW SHIPPING RATES!

Helping people prepare for over 24 years.

Orem • South Jordan • Murray • Bountiful

BePrepared.com • 1-800-999-1863
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Inside Look at the Man and His
Politics.
Peggie Hayes, a single
woman with a child, was in

THE SALT LAKE TRIBUNE

Romney’s ward when she became pregnant. She alleges
that Romney threatened her
with excommunication, Boston Globe reporters Michael
Kranish and Scott Helman
write in their book The Real
Romney, and a loss of salvation

SAS Shoes
Olde Towne Square Shopping Center

8922 S State St.

801-352-8568

Mon thru
Sat:
10:00 am
to 6:00 pm
Sunday:
11:00 am
to 3:00 pm

SAS SHOE•SAS SHOES•SAS SHOES•SAS SHOES•SAS SHOE•SAS SHOE

COURTESY PHOTO | The Associated Press

Family photo from the 1960s shows Mitt Romney, left, and brother Scott with their father,
Michigan Gov. George Romney, at their home in Bloomﬁeld Hills, Mich.
if she didn’t put up the baby
for adoption.
“Give up your son,” was
the message Hayes said she
got from Romney, “or give up
your God.”
Romney has denied the story, and biographer Scott, for
one, doubts it happened that
way.
“Local members do not
recall a single person who
was excommunicated or

More than $5 million
available in scholarships
every year.
✓ Marriott Scholarships
✓ Academic Scholarships
✓ Returned Missionary Grants
✓ Need-Based Grants
✓ Talent Grants

svu.edu

disfellowshipped while Mitt
served as president of a stake
that probably has as many religiously rococo and fiercely
independent academics, writers and thinkers as any in the
church,” Scott says. “Mitt eschewed using church councils
to settle ethical and ﬁnancial
disputes between members,
encouraging them instead
to press their claims in civil court.”

Besides, Scott notes, threatening excommunication like
that would have been against
the rules — and Romney was
a rule-follower.
—
Meeting with feminists •
Mormon women in Boston
still talk about an extraordinary 1993 meeting Romney
called to address the women
Please see ROMNEY, F10
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Romney
≥ Continued from F8

of the stake.
More than 250 members
poured into the Belmont chapel. One by one they called out
their issues while he stood at
the front with three pads labeled: policies we can’t change,
practices we can change, and
things we can consider.
Nearly 100 proposals were
made that day, including having female leaders give talks
in various wards as the men
on the high council do; letting
women speak last in church;
turning the chapels into daycare centers during the week;

THE SALT LAKE TRIBUNE

letting women stand in the
circle while blessing newborn babies; recognizing the
accomplishment of young
women as the church does of
Boy Scout advancements; and
putting changing tables in the
men’s rooms.
Many women left with a
new appreciation of Romney’s
openness.
Sievers, who worked with
Romney to set up the meeting, was ecstatic.
“I was really surprised,” she
says. “He implemented every
single suggestion that I would
have.”
Of all the Boston stake
leaders Sievers has seen, she
says, “Mitt seemed to me to

COURTESY | The Associated Press

Mitt Romney with his future wife, Ann Davies, on the day of
Romney’s senior prom in Bloomﬁeld, Mich., in 1965. They married in 1969 when Mitt was 22 and Ann was 19.
have the most compassion
and the most responsiveness
to speakers.”
It ’s the single biggest

C a l l e d

reason Sievers “was such a
fan.”
She wasn’t alone.

t o

—
Acts of kindness • The young
venture capitalist clearly saw
the benefit of working with
other faiths.
After a suspicious fire in
1984 destroyed the beginnings of the Belmont chapel, eight churches offered to
share their space. Instead of
settling on one, Romney chose
three — the Catholic Church,
Plymouth Congregational
Church and Armenian Protestant Church. After each weekly meeting, Romney insisted
the Mormons stay behind to
vacuum the floors, wash the
chalkboards and pick up the
chairs.
That requirement, Barlow
recalls, taught the members,
even affluent ones, to value
other people’s sacred spaces
and to do seemingly menial
labor.
Not long after Grant Bennett fell off a ladder and broke
his foot while trying to dislodge a hornet’s nest outside
his second-story bedroom,
Romney came to offer sympathy and show Bennett a
smarter way to deal with the
Please see ROMNEY, F11

S e r v e

Hermana Jaymie Nava

Elder Kash G. VanTassell

Words cannot express how proud
we are of you!! Be calm and carry on.
Our love is endless. Mom, Dad, Jace,
Grandma, Grandpa and Tia.

Faithfully serving the people of Mexico
until August 2013.
Keep up the great work.
You’re an awesome missionary!
With Love, Mom, Dad, Kylee and Chaz

Sister Hermana Jaymie Nava
Mission: Piura, Peru Mission
Hometown: Taylorsville, Utah

Elder Kash G. VanTassell

Mission: Mexico City East Mission
Hometown: Draper, Utah
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Romney

—
Public image • Barlow does
not support Romney’s politics
but believes his former bishop
has been unfairly caricatured
in the press.
“I do not believe his public

≥ Continued from F10

festering insects — from inside.
Before Doug Anderson had
even finished getting family out of his burning house,
Romney showed up with a brigade of neighbors to salvage
beloved belongings from the
remains.
Clayton Christensen, a
Harvard business professor,
and his wife, Christine, told
The New York Times that at
one time he felt overwhelmed
by all that he was expected to do for the church. The
couple had three young children, while he was expected
to direct the area’s missionary work and his wife was the
president of the all-women
Relief Society, offering weekly spiritual lessons and compassionate service.
One night Romney showed
up unexpectedly.
“He said, ‘I was just driving
home from work,’” according
to The Times, “ ‘and I had a
feeling that I needed to stop
by and tell you that God loves

demeanor is a false persona,” Barlow says. “He has a
certain elegance or formality about him even when he
jokes around in private, even
when I saw him theatrically
Please see ROMNEY, F12

What if yours was the generation asked to defend
and forge a nation, and accept the Restoration?

EVAN VUCCI | The Associated Press

Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney shops with his
wife, Ann, and Puerto Rican Gov. Luis Fortuno during a campaign stop earlier this month in Bayamon, Puerto Rico.
you.’ ”
Christensen was so moved,

the story reported, “that he
wept.”

Free Men and Dreamers
Laurie C Lewis Author

2010 Whitney Award Finalist
2008 USA Best Books Award finalist

Family Reunion Rental Property
in Park City, UT.
6 bedrooms • 6 bathrooms
• sleeps 20

w w w.b e a r p a t h l o d g e r e n t a l .c o m

612- 940- 9946

Available at Amazon and your LDS bookstore.

www.laurielclewis.com
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aQYHvfQeZvE

E xperience the Savior’s birth as never before. A homeless orphan finds rest in a simple
stable. Let his moment become yours and understand this great event as a little child.
Follow the young man’s path as he grows and struggles on the fringe of society.
Be with him later in life as he again finds himself in the presence of the Savior.

BOOK and ART SIGNING
LUNCH & LEARN SESSION
Thursday 29 March
11:30 am to 1:30 pm
Deseret Book Downtown SLC Flagship Location
Session will include artist Annie Henrie
http://www.youtube.com/ watch?v=ESwgAZ-WO54

A Piece of Silver

An Ideal Family Easter Tradition

www.apieceofsilver.com
w
ww.apieceofsilver
www.WinePressPublishing.com
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Peace of Mind.

≥ Continued from F11

• CEMETERY
• CREMATION
• SHIPPING
• GRAVE MARKERS
• OUT-OF-TOWN
SERVICES
• MILITARY SERVICES
• SERVING ALL FAITHS

REASONABLE FUNERALS
Price Comparisons Welcomed
The McDougal Family
Compassionate Service Since 1950

4330 S. Redwood Rd.

(801) 968-3800

www.mcdougalfuneralhomes .com

THE SALT LAKE TRIBUNE

Serving the Greater Salt Lake City Area.
Ask About Our Pre-Arranged Funeral Plans
• Guaranteed Rates • Flexible Payment Options

and comically do his moonwalk, even in his swimming
shorts while flipping burgers at his island retreat while
hosting guests, even when in
dirty Levi’s while climbing a
ladder to ﬁx a ward member’s
leaky roof.”
Asking the candidate to
“appear more informal is ironically asking him to become
less authentic so that he can
appear as more authentic,”
the USU historian says. “We
ought to allow him to be who
he is and make our judgment
on that basis.”
Tony Kimball, who served
as executive secretary during Romney’s stint as stake
president, saw Romney as
“very warm and outgoing.” Although some Mormon feminists back then nicknamed
Romney “the plastic man,”
that wasn’t Kimball’s experience.
The future politician “was
not the least bit disconnected.
He never was out of touch,”
Kimball writes in an email.
Please see ROMNEY, F14

Meeting with the
Mormon prophet
Before his ﬁrst presidential
run, according to biographer
Ronald Scott, Mitt Romney
met with then-LDS Church
President Gordon B. Hinckley.
The conversation eventually turned to whether a
run for the presidency would
be good for him and the
church, reports Scott, author
of Mitt Romney: An Inside Look
at the Man and His Politics.
Romney left with the clear
impression that the upbeat
Mormon prophet was not
worried one whit about the
additional scrutiny a presidential campaign might focus on the faith and its
teachings.
Scott says Hinckley was
emphatic about steering
wide of any and all partisan
political involvements. “The
choice to run or not must be
yours and yours alone,” he
reportedly advised, ﬁrmly
but kindly.
Source: Ronald Scott, author of Mitt Romney: An
Inside Look at the Man and His Politics
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Cruise
Lady...
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Best Provider

of LDS guided tours and cruises.
Elder John Groberg
& Roy Christensen

10-Day Russia/Scandinavia
Aug. 20, 2012

S. Kent Brown

12-Day Mediterranean
Oct. 20, 2012

John Lund

8-Day Book of Mormon Cruise
Nov. 11, 2012
or Jan. 20, 2013

JIM COLE | AP ﬁle photo

Daniel C. Peterson

8-Day Book of Mormon Cruise
Dec. 16, 2012

Gary & Joy Lundberg
8-Day W. Caribbean
Feb. 10, 2013

Brad Wilcox
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8-Day Book of Mormon Cruise
Mar. 17, 2013

Michael Ballam

10-day Russia/Scandinavia
Aug. 14, 2013

801.453.9444 or 888.707.4386
www.CruiseLady.com

Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney speaks during a
campaign stop with mill workers at the Madison Lumber Mill in
Madison, N.H., on Dec. 12, 2011.
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Lady

LDS GUIDED TOURS
& CRUISES
10985 S. State ST
Sandy, UT

Serving the LDS community since 1997

Romney

ﬁnance ﬁrms. The hard-line
profile he seems to be pushing is light-years away from
≥ Continued from F12
where he was when he was
“In our meetings, he was al- [LDS] stake president.”
ways jovial, and they were
In this current incarnation,
fun times.”
Kimball says, “I have absoMoreover, Kimball recalls, lutely no clue who this guy is.”
“the Mitt Romney of the late
1980s and early 1990s re- pstack@sltrib.com
ally was a moderate. Bain’s Facebook.com/religiongal
policies were very progres- Twitter: @religiongal
sive compared to most other

Honeyville Farms Semi Annual Sale
Sale items:

• Hard Red & Hard White Wheat 50 lbs - reg price $13.59 .......... Sa le Price $12.37
• Hard Red & Hard White Wheat 25 lbs – reg price $6.99 ........... Sale Price $6.29
• Quick & Regular Rolled Oats 50 lbs – reg price $25.89 ............ Sale Price $22.14
• Quick & Regular Rolled Oats 25 lbs – reg price $13.57 ............ Sale Price $11.53
• Whole Oat Groats 25 lbs - reg price $14.29 Sale..................... Price $11.99
• Long Grain White Rice 50 lbs – reg price $28.44 ..................... Sale Price $24.89
• Long Grain White Rice 25 lbs – reg price $16.82 ..................... Sale Price $13.96
• Whole Powdered Eggs 2.25 lbs – reg price $15.29 .................. Sale Price $12.98
• Powdered Egg White 2.25 lbs – reg price $19.99..................... Sale Price 16.97
• Freeze Dried Peaches #10 can – reg price $25.60 .................. Sale Price 21.76
• Potato Pearls 1.75 lbs – reg price $5.79 Sale .......................... Price $4.69
• 6 gallon bucket w/lid – reg price $6.69 Sale ........................... Price $5.69
• 5 Gallon bucket w/lid – reg price $6.39 Sale ........................... Price $5.43
• 4 Gallon bucket 2/lid – reg price $5.00 Sale ........................... Price $4.25

20% off

one item.

Coupon good through
April 14, 2012 - not
good on sale items
or L’Equip products.
Other restrictions
may apply.

Marga Roller Mill by Marcato allows you to roll or crack your whole grains
• Reg price $118.49................................................................... Sale price $109.25

Prices good March 26 through April 14

Locations

Honeyville Farms 1080 North Main Brigham City, UT 84302

435.494.4193

635 North Billy Mitchell Rd
(just west of the airport) Salt Lake City

801.972.2168

Hours of Operation
Mon - Fri 9-6 pm
Sat 10-4 pm

Rocky Shores
exhibit opens
UTAH • Hundreds of people
swarmed Hogle Zoo on Friday
to see the exhibit, which features
polar bears, otters and more. > B1
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Job growth stalls, woes mount
DAMIAN DOVARGANES | AP

Job seekers gather
for employment opportunities Thursday
at the 11th annual
Skid Row Career Fair
at the Los Angeles
Mission in Los Angeles. U.S. employers
created 69,000 jobs
in May.

Economy • Though only 69K jobs were added nationally
in May, Utah’s employment rate holds steady, expert says.
By PAUL WISEMAN

The Associated Press

The American economy is in
trouble again.
Employers in the United States
added only 69,000 jobs in May, the
fewest in a year and not even close

DAVIS SCHOOL
DISTRICT

Decision
to shelve
book irks
librarians

has turned to a spring of disappointment.
“This is horrible,” said Ian Shepherdson, chief economist at High
to what economists expected. For Frequency Economics, a consultthe ﬁrst time since June, the unem- ing ﬁrm.
ployment rate rose, to 8.2 percent
The job ﬁgures, released Friday
from 8.1 percent.
by the Labor Department, dealt a
It was the third month in a row strong blow to President Barack
of weak job growth and further ev- Obama at the start of a general elecidence that, just as in 2010 and 2011, tion campaign that will turn on the
a winter of hope for the economy
Please see ECONOMY, A4

Black Mormons face historic choice

OBAMA or ROMNEY

Removing book about
lesbian moms sets bad
precedent, they say.
By MELINDA ROGERS

The Salt Lake Tribune

Controversy over a book describing a household with lesbian mothers has prompted
the Davis School District to
ask school librarians to name
other titles that parents might
ﬁnd objectionable, according to
one district librarian.
In Our Mothers’ House by
Patricia Polacco was recently removed from shelves of elementary school libraries in
Davis County after a group of
parents objected to the story’s content. The book remains accessible but only if a
student presents a permission
slip from a parent to check out
the book.

T

hirty-four years after the LDS Church ended its ban on
black men joining the faith’s all-male priesthood, LDS African-Americans face what back then would have seemed
an improbable choice for U.S. president: a black incumbent
vs. a white Mormon.
So this fall will they vote their race or their religion?
Of course, black Mormons say neither characteristic will decide
their preference.
Instead, like most Americans, they’ll base their vote for either President Barack Obama or Mitt Romney on their politics,
their passions and their issues — jobs, health care, values. Still,
they point to the 2012 White House matchup with pride and joy.
“This is a day,” Utah attorney Keith Hamilton says, “that all
Americans should take some solace in — that things are changing.”
See our Special Report, including a look at how black churchgoers in Utah view Obama after he came out for same-sex marriage, in the Faith section. > C1

Please see BOOK, A4

Online
View a librarian’s defense
O
statement of In Our Mothers’ House, which was recently removed from shelves of elementary school libraries in
Davis County › www.sltrib.com
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Zimmerman
back to jail; he
lied, judge says
NATION • Trayvon Martin’s
shooter must return to jail, a
Florida judge ordered Friday
in a strongly worded ruling
that said George Zimmerman
and his wife lied to the court
about their ﬁnances to obtain
bond. > A3
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Swallow wants to revamp
Utah consumer protection
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Photos by The AP

Herbert says he’s not
interested in shifting
agency to A.G.’s Ofﬁce.

John
Swallow •
Republican primary candidate
for attorney
general

he would seek to take over the
division if he is elected.
Scott Burns, a former veteran Utah prosecutor who has
endorsed Swallow’s opponent,
By ROBERT GEHRKE
said it is disturbing that SwalThe Salt Lake Tribune
low would be telling troubled
businessman Aaron Christner
Gov. Gary Herbert’s ofﬁce that he would take steps that
said Friday that he’s not inter- ultimately would weaken the
ested in restructuring Utah’s state’s consumer protection.
consumer protection after at“Here, where a candidate
torney general candidate John is making statements about
Swallow told a potential donor going even further to thwart
Please see SWALLOW, A4
in trouble with regulators that

Tribune ﬁle photo

Apple Store to
ditch Gateway
for City Creek
MONEY • One of The Gateway’s busiest retailers, the Apple Store, will be moving to the
City Creek Center at the end of
the year in what is sure to be a
major blow to the Rio Grande
Street mall. > E1
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Gail Miller to wed this summer
MARRIAGE • Gail Miller, whose husband Larry — the prominent entrepreneur who owned
the Utah Jazz — died in February 2009, will marry attorney Kim R. Wilson. > C6

SPECIAL REPORT • AFTER THE PRIESTHOOD BAN

Will black Mormons vote

their RACE or their RELIGION?

Gay-marriage
stance doesn’t
shake support
for Obama

Politics • While
neither characteristic
will determine their
vote, they are happy
to have such a choice.
By PEGGY FLETCHER STACK

The Salt Lake Tribune

Twenty years ago, who
would have predicted the 2012
U.S. presidential race would pit
a black incumbent against a
white Mormon?
Barack Obama vs. Mitt Romney. The matchup is both thrilling and complicated for one
particular group — black Latter-day Saints.
“I’ve been black my whole
life and a Mormon for 30 years
and never thought either of
these [candidacies] would happen in my lifetime,” says Utah
attorney Keith Hamilton.
“This is a day that all Americans should take some solace

Courtesy of Bryndis Roberts

Tribune ﬁle photo

Catherine Stokes,
speaking here in
June 2008 on the
30th anniversary of
the LDS Church announcement ending
the ban on blacks in
the Mormon priesthood, was reared in
Chicago as a Republican. She switched
parties in Utah because “Republicans
here are so far out, a
little over the edge
in my mind.”

Mormon convert
Bryndis Roberts is a
lifelong Democrat in
Atlanta who jokes
that “there’s not
any room on my car
for another Obama
sticker.”

By DANA FERGUSON

The Salt Lake Tribune

Courtesy photo

Please see VOTE, C2

Is LDS church turning
corner with blacks?
Since the 1978 announcement
ending a ban on blacks being
ordained to the all-male priesthood, how have attitudes and
perceptions changed? › C2

vVOICES

]

Eric Church
to headline
in WVC
David Burger • Rising
country star Eric Church
will headline the Maverik Center in West Valley
City on Nov. 17, it has just
been announced.
Read the blog • www.sltrib.com/Blogs/burger

Courtesy photo

Keith Hamilton, a
Mormon for 30
years, sees positives
in the presidential
matchup between a
black incumbent and
a white Mormon.

Utah’s black churgoers may
disagree on this issue, but
not enough to abandon
president at the ballot box.

STEVE HELBER | TheAssociatedPress

At top • President Barack Obama, here greeting supporters during a
rally at Virginia Commonwealth University on May 5, is counting on
again carrying overwhelming black support to win re-election. Above
• Mitt Romney greets Justic Green at the Universal Bluford Charter
School in Philadelphia. Romney’s presence on the ballot offers voters
a historic choice: a black incumbent or a white Mormon.

Rob Foster, the ﬁrst
black student-body
president at LDS
Church-owned Brigham Young University, is a registered independent. He plans
to base his vote for
U.S. president on
the candidates’ policy positions, mainly
health care.

It’s hardly unusual for black Christians in Utah to oppose same-sex marriage. To them, such unions run counter to the faiths they follow, the sermons
they hear and the Bibles they read.
But don’t expect all those believers to
abandon President Barack Obama this
fall now that he has come out for gay
marriage.
“He’s not speaking as a theologian
or a pastor or so much as an individual Christian,” said the Rev. Nurjhan B.
Govan, pastor of Salt Lake City’s Trinity African Methodist Episcopal Church.
“He’s speaking regarding the state of the
country and what is right in terms of
civil law.”
So while Govan balks at same-sex
marriage — “biblical texts … suggest
that it’s problematic” — and believes the
Please see MARRIAGE, C3

Organ donors don’t discriminate. Should you?

L

ast month, a church
the notion that we’re all
softball league in Pennsomehow so different that
sylvania opted to exdiscrimination is the best
clude Mormon teams
way to handle it.
from participating.
Note: I think it’s moronThe reason: Mormons
ic when Mormons do this,
aren’t Christian enough to
too. The Grove City Area
be on the same field with
Church Softball League stoROBERT
the Lord’s true best friends.
ry is just one of the most reKIRBY
I won’t belabor the stocent (and ridiculous) examry. You can find out more
ples of Christ’s mandate to
(including some really dis“love one another” gone iditurbing feedback) by doing
With all due disrespect, otically awry.
a Web search for “Mormons this behavior is exactly
I have a question for the
and softball.”
what’s wrong with the world: Jesus police and anyone

else who can look through a
keyhole with both eyes open.
It’s an important theological
matter the Savior never addressed.
What if one of you gospel
posse dimwits ends up with
my liver? It’s a Mormon liver. According to you, it can’t
really be a Christian liver,
can it?
Another note: I wouldn’t
want my liver, either, but
this has nothing to do with
whether it’s Bible certified.

I’ve just done some things
to it that I shouldn’t have.
But you still should be
worried. When I renewed
my driver’s license last
month, I became an organ
and tissue donor. As soon as
I’m dead, my Mormon parts
go on the market.
I’m betting that if you or a
loved one desperately needs
a kidney, you won’t give a
damn which softball team
it comes from.
Please see KIRBY, C3

“Our 14 park-like acres aren’t the only reason we’re great...But they’re a big part of it.”
Stop by this Saturday for our Open House with wonderful
home-made cookies and a tour of our community.

3750 Highland Drive, Salt Lake City, Utah • 801.272.8226 • www.highlandcoveretirement.com • Like us on Facebook
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“ I am old enough to remember segregated bathrooms in Georgia, and bringing food and water on

Vote

≥ Continued from C1

in — that things are changing.
Regardless of who wins, this
sends a message to our children.”
Darius Gray, former head
of Genesis, a long-standing
support group for black Mormons, sees this historic choice
between two members of traditionally outsider groups as
evidence of a “marked change
for this nation, a maturing too
long in coming. You can take
joy that both groups are now
players on the scene.”
Unlike white Mormons, the
vast majority of whom side
with Republicans, AfricanAmericans overwhelmingly
vote Democratic. So black Mormons look at Obama, the Democrat, and Romney, the Republican, and ﬁnd themselves
caught between political perspectives: Many still lean liberal, others have switched parties
after joining the church, and
some find themselves going
back and forth.
Not so long ago, there were
very few black Mormons even
to consider.
Until 1978, The Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints barred blacks from its
all-male priesthood. After that
landmark shift 34 years ago
this month, missionaries found
some success winning black
converts, but African-Americans still represent only about
3 percent of the Utah-based
faith’s 6 million U.S. members.
Of course, few people cast
their votes primarily on the basis of race or religion. But many
weigh whether a candidate’s
personal story, politics and perspective match their own.
“Having President Obama in
the White House has done so
much for race relations, which
anyone who knows me is aware
that this is one of my greatest
passions,” says Marvin Perkins,
LDS co-author of the “Blacks
in the Scriptures” DVD series.
“In the last election, I voted for
Obama, not because he was African-American but because
he was clearly the better candidate.”
Today, Perkins is not so sure
that remains true, particularly in light of Obama’s recent
support of same-sex marriage,
which his LDS Church opposes. Now that there’s a Mormon candidate, Perkins likely
will go the other way — not because of Romney’s Mormonism, he writes in an email from
Los Angeles, but because they
share the same values.
—
Finding common ground
• Not every black Mormon
connects with Romney — or
Obama, for that matter.
Hamilton, who explored
reasons for the LDS Church’s
pre-1978 ban in his memoir,
Last Laborer, says he cannot relate to either man’s biography.
“Like Obama, I am an African-American and an attorney,
but he lived a life very different
than mine,” Hamilton says. “As
a Mormon, I don’t have anything in common with Mitt
Romney, except we both try to
live our beliefs.”
Romney is a multimillionaire with several homes, he
says. “I don’t know how Mormons like that live. I don’t
know what they do for service
projects.”
Hamilton voted for Obama
before and likely will again —
despite the president’s position
on same-sex marriage.
“I agree with the LDS
Church’s position that marriage is ordained between a
man and a woman, but it is
not my business who gets married under man’s law,” he says.
“Same-sex couples are entitled
to all the rights and privileges
that America gives to anyone.”
The way some people, including Mormons, speak about
gays today, Hamilton says, “is
the same way they talked about
blacks 20 years ago. We went
too far trying to explain the
black issue, and we are doing
the same thing with gays now.”
Rob Foster, the first black
student-body president at LDS
Church-owned Brigham Young
University, also rejects singleissue — or identity — voting.
“I try not to look at race as a
No. 1 factor. It really has nothing to do with my politics,” says
Foster, now an eye doctor near

cross-state trips because we didn’t know if we would be served in restaurants.”
B RY N DI S R OB E RT S | Mormon convert and a lifelong Democrat living in Atlanta

Courtesy of Bryndis Roberts

LDS convert Bryndis Roberts
is a lifelong Democrat who has
never voted for a Republican.
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Spencer W. Kimball, right, then president of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, presides over a session of General Conference in October 1978 along with counselor Marion G. Romney. During this conference, Mormon faithful voted to sustain a historic policy shift, clearing the way for black Latter-day Saints to serve in the faith’s all-male priesthood.

Is Mormon church turning the corner with blacks?
By PEGGY FLETCHER STACK

The Salt Lake Tribune

Web survey

On June 9, 1978, the LDS Church
made a momentous announcement ending a longtime ban on blacks being ordained to its all-male priesthood.
Mormons across the world celebrated the news, delighted to see their Utahbased church allow full participation by
members of every color and race.
A 31-year-old Mitt Romney was among
those who cheered the change.
“I was driving home [from law school],
going through the Fresh Pond rotary in
Cambridge, Mass.,” Romney told NBC in
2007. “I heard it on the radio, and I pulled
over and literally wept. Even to this day,
it’s emotional.”
Romney’s father, Michigan Gov.
George Romney, had marched for civil
rights alongside black activists and had
walked out of the 1964 Republican convention to protest what he saw as Barry
Goldwater’s weak defense of blacks.
Mitt Romney told NBC he believed
that “God is no respecter of persons.”
Since that day, the LDS Church has
sent missionaries across the nation and
globe, converting thousands and thousands of blacks, even as it struggled with
persistent racist ideas within the faith —
mostly built on some unofficial doctrinal explanations used to buoy up the ban.
Now, according to a new survey, racism within Mormonism seems to be on
the wane — or at least no worse than other faiths. That could be due, in part, to
changing times and strong statements
from LDS leaders.
In one of his last speeches, the late
LDS President Gordon B. Hinckley said
that “racial strife still lifts its ugly head.”
“I cannot understand how it can be,”
Hinckley said in April 2006. “It seemed
to me that we all rejoiced in the 1978 revelation given [LDS Church] President
[Spencer W.] Kimball. … Now I am told
that racial slurs and denigrating remarks
are sometimes heard among us. I remind
you that no man who makes disparaging
remarks concerning those of another

To take part in social scientist Darron Smith’s online survey — “Mormon Beliefs About People of African Descent” — go to http://
tinyurl.com/chhpuju.

Raleigh, N.C., and an elders
quorum president in his LDS
congregation. “I am a registered independent. I try to look
at both sides of the issue and
make a decision accordingly.”
He, too, has similarities and
differences with the candidates.
“Brother Romney, he’s a
BYU grad, LDS, temple-endowed member. But my social
views are probably different
from his, due to my personal
experience,” Foster says in a
phone interview. “With President Obama, we might have
similarities when it comes to
things socially, but we can be
different in other areas.”
Foster will base his vote on
policy, chieﬂy health care.
“I don’t think if Brother
Romney were elected president, there would be a huge
difference,” he says. “In either
case, I don’t see our country
being united by our top-level
leaders.”
For Brazilian-born Marcus
Martins, a main issue is jobs.
Martins was one of the ﬁrst
black Mormons to be called
on a mission after the 1978 announcement. His father, Helvecio Martins, who died in 2005,
became the faith’s first black
general authority.

FILE | The Salt Lake Tribune

Darron Smith, left, has edited a collection of essays, Black and Mormon,
about the persistence of racism in the
LDS Church and experiences of black
Mormons. Bishop and BYU professor
Cardell Jacobsen, right, has written an
essay in this collection.

race can consider himself a true disciple
of Christ. Nor can he consider himself to
be in harmony with the teachings of the
church of Christ.”
In February, the LDS Church strongly
condemned notions — described by Brigham Young University religion professor Randy Bott in a Washington Post story earlier this year — about blacks being
descendants of the biblical Cain or being
“fence-sitters” in the premortal existence.
Bott’s comments, the church said, “absolutely do not represent the teachings
and doctrines of The Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints.”
It went on to say that “the church’s position is clear — we believe all people are
God’s children and are equal in his eyes
and in the church. We do not tolerate racism in any form.”
Some argue top Mormon leaders must
go further and apologize for the priesthood prohibition.
“If the LDS Church were to apologize,
that would be casting aspersions on God’s
prophets — the voice of God on Earth,”
Richard Ostling, co-author of the book
Mormon America, told Religion News
Service earlier this year. “I don’t think
the Mormon soul could countenance it.”
Still, a recent online survey of black
and white Mormons by LDS social scientist Darron Smith shows the church’s
statements may be having an effect.

Ma rcus Ma r tins later
moved to the United States,
where he eventually taught at
BYU-Hawaii. Last year he was
called to serve as mission president of the São Paulo, Brazil,
North Mission (the same one
he served as a young man).
“What comes to my mind, as
a voter, is my youngest son (age
24) who is part of a generation
of intelligent, college-educated
kids who can’t ﬁnd a good fulltime job,” Martins writes in an
email from São Paulo. “So, as
signiﬁcant as it may still be in
our society, race for me is out,
and economics is now center
stage.”
The country’s many issues
are urgent and complex, he
says, and he hasn’t decided who
will get his vote.
—
The women’s perspective •
Mia Love, a black Mormon and
conservative Republican, is
running against Democrat Jim
Matheson in the newly formed
4th Congressional District.
She has built her campaign on
right-tilting principles and recently was endorsed by Romney’s son Josh Romney.
Many other Mormon black
women back Obama.
“I’m sure that a lot of people

In the unscientific survey, “Mormon
Beliefs About People of African Descent,”
most of the 760 participants (70 percent)
said the idea that “black people were
cursed descendants from Cain/Ham” is
not official LDS doctrine. About 90 percent of Republican respondents and 60
percent of Democrats said “current LDS
teachings are not racist.”
Of the 100 or so black Mormons surveyed, 54 percent said the faith’s teachings were “becoming less racist.” Twentyfour percent of them said Mormons they
have known have behaved better than
others toward black people and other
minorities.
Smith, who teaches at Wichita State
in Kansas, is working with the Mormon
Research Foundation to expand the pool
of respondents.
“Attitudes are changing,” Smith says.
“The church could help that along by
saying something without waiting for a
Randy Bott episode. LDS Church leaders
could make the experience more palatable for ordinary rank-and-file black
Americans who would otherwise not consider Mormonism as an option.”
Black Americans who join the church
tend to be educated, upwardly mobile and
used to being around whites in predominantly white settings, he says. The faith
has less success reaching working-class
blacks.
In Africa, however, LDS membership since ending the priesthood ban —
though still tiny — is skyrocketing.
As someone who is deeply concerned
about the future of the church and African-Americans, Smith is “hopeful.”
pstack@sltrib.com

would expect that I would vote
for Mitt Romney,” says Audia
Wells, a human-resources consultant with a master’s degree
from BYU and a member of the
Atlanta LDS Ward, “but I voted
for Obama in the previous election and will again.”
She supports Democratic
planks in boosting social services and working-class Americans and wants a president
who will address the needs of
“people who look like me.”
Many members of her diverse Atlanta ward support
Romney, she says, but a “surprising number” of whites “are
going the other way.”
Another Atlanta ward member, Bryndis Roberts, joined
the LDS Church in 2008, but
didn’t convert her politics. Roberts is a lifelong Democrat who
has never voted for a Republican.
As the second counselor in
the ward’s female Relief Society, Roberts doesn’t bring her
political views to church. But
they are hardly secret.
“There’s not any room on
my car for another Obama
sticker,” she quips in a phone
interview.
In fact, the ward is pretty
evenly split between whites
and blacks, and between

Democrats and Republicans,
the 55-year-old lawyer says.
“When I go to [LDS] stake
functions and the demographic changes, it seems to me that
my political views are in the
minority.”
It makes her heart “overﬂow
with pride and amazement to
see an African-American in
the Oval Ofﬁce,” Roberts says.
“I am old enough to remember segregated bathrooms in
Georgia, and bringing food
and water on cross-state trips
because we didn’t know if we
would be served in restaurants.”
She didn’t vote for Obama
because of his race. In the 2008
primaries, she went for Hillary
Clinton.
So did Catherine Stokes,
a longtime Mormon convert
and former public-health professional who retired to Salt
Lake City in 2006.
Stokes, who joined the LDS
Church in Chicago, was reared
as a Republican. She switched
parties in Utah because “Republicans here are so far out,
a little over the edge in my
mind.”
She is not voting for Romney, but doesn’t think he should
be bashed for his faith.
“I ca n thin k of ma ny

reasons not to vote for Mr.
Romney,” Stokes says, “but his
religion is not one of them.”
Jerri A. Harwell, a Utah author and an assistant professor
at Salt Lake Community College, also prefers women candidates.
“I have almost always voted for a woman candidate,”
she says, “[simply] because she
was a woman.”
Other than that, she says,
she goes with Martin Luther
King’s “I Have a Dream” sentiment: Judge candidates “not
by the color of their skin but by
the content of their character.”
Though Harwell, who describes herself as an “active,
temple-recommend-holding
Latter-day Saint,” respects
Romney as a Mormon, she
worries he might be too used
to taking charge as he did as
an LDS bishop or stake president and having everyone fall
in line behind his pronouncements.
“It doesn’t work that way in
politics,” she says. “I hope he
realizes that.”
And she is not troubled by
Obama’s support of same-sex
marriage.
“Good for him,” Harwell
says. “You can’t tell me that
God loves gays any less than
anyone else.”
—
Whose values? • Kenyan Amram Musungu is an LDS convert who has served in many
LDS leadership positions, including as the branch president of the first LDS Swahili Branch in Salt Lake City.
He also sings in the Mormon
Tabernacle Choir and teaches
Swahili at BYU. Though he has
lived in Utah for 12 years, this
will be Musungu’s ﬁrst election
as a U.S. citizen, and he is carefully weighing his choice.
“They are both well-educated, both good guys, good family men, good leaders — and
Obama’s father is a Kenyan,”
Musungu says. “But my first
vote will be for someone who
shares my family values: Mitt
Romney.”
Meanwhile, Perkins still has
some issues with the Mormon
candidate.
Though the candidate’s late
father, George Romney — himself a former GOP presidential hopeful — incurred disapproval from some LDS leaders
by supporting the civil-rights
movement, Mitt Romney “has
tended to keep a distance from
African-American issues,” Perkins writes.
That strategy, he suspects,
stems partly from the “obvious questions and challenges”
surrounding the LDS Church’s
history with blacks, but he
would like the candidate to
reach out more to the AfricanAmerican community.
“[Mitt Romney] may indeed
be different and more in line
with his family’s past efforts,”
Perkins says, “but I’ve seen
nothing from Romney at this
point that would demonstrate
that he would be any different.”
Still, that won’t stop Perkins
from voting for Romney.
“There is a special feeling
that will go along with casting
my vote for a fellow member of
my faith,” he says, “because he
is the best candidate.”
That’s the real test, not race
or religion, facing black Mormons and all other voters on
Election Day.
pstack@sltrib.com
Facebook.com/religiongal
Twitter: @religiongal
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Marriage

Support growing
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Organ donation is a great
arbiter of what truly matters
in life —speciﬁcally that we’re
all far more alike than we
aren’t, and maybe we should
focus on that.
Hey, all things being equal,
the corneas of a Jew will work
just fine on a set of Muslim
eyeballs. And the heart of a
gay person will beat just ﬁne
in the chest of the most ardent
Proposition 8 supporter.
You could put the lungs of
a black man into a Klansman
and nothing bad would happen except maybe when the
doctor broke the news to the
recipient. Hell, I would actually pay to watch that happen.
Still, you can’t entirely ignore the theological ramifications of a “parts is parts”

The Rev. France Davis, longtime leader of Salt Lake City’s
Calvary Baptist Church, sees
President Barack Obama’s policy switch supporting samesex marriage as a “political belief, not a religious one.”

The Rev. Nurjhan B. Govan,
pastor of Salt Lake City’s Trinity African Methodist Episcopal Church, opposes same-sex
marriage on religious grounds,
but still plans to vote for President Barack Obama this fall.

wasn’t an issue.”
Hodges, a part-time columnist for The Salt Lake Tribune, opposes same-sex marriage because of his religion
but said he has no problem
with civil unions.
A recent Washington PostABC News poll shows 59 percent of black Americans support same-sex marriage, up
from an average of 41 percent

before Obama proclaimed his
new position in early May.
The Rev. France Davis,
longtime leader of Calvary Baptist, said he remains
unsure whether he agrees
with same-sex marriage, but
added that Obama’s policy
switch represents a “political belief, not a religious one.”
One of Dav is’ cong regants, Abi Olufeko, believes

claim. So I did some checking.
The LDS church is just ﬁne
with its members, of which
there are millions, registering
as organ donors. It’s a great
way to help others. Hear that
you Mormon-bashers? You
better stay healthy.
I also called the Utah Donor
Registry (www.yesutah.org) to
see if there might be any religious problems in being an organ donor. I spoke with a very
patient woman named Dixie
Madsen.
Me: “When I crawl out of
the grave on the morning of

the 75th resurrection, will I
still have my liver?”
Her: “I think so.”
Me: “But what if you already gave it to an atheist?”
Her: “We don’t discriminate like — who is this?”
I became a serious organ
donor in that moment. Doctors — real Christians and
otherwise — could give my
parts to practically anyone, including people who think I’m
in league with Satan.
I know what you’re thinking: “Verily, Jesus Christ King
never said anything about
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many African-Americans are
“steeped” in the church and
tend to oppose gay marriage.
But he argues such unions —
like mixed racial marriages —
should be welcomed.
“It’s not entirely within the
will of God,” Olufeko said,
“but it’s such a gray area that
it’s preposterous not to accept them.”
Tev in Lawson, a not her Calvary congregant, believes the black community
will continue to overwhelmingly support Obama because
he has been an effective president.
“And he’s black,” said Lawson, who believes in marriage
equality.
“I have a lot of gay friends,
and they’re the best people I

Robert Kirby can be reached
at rkirby@sltrib.com or facebook.com/notpatbagley.
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9:25 10:05 10:30
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know,” he said. “They’re better than a lot of heterosexual
people I know.”
Lawson plans to weigh
various issues before deciding whether to vote for
Obama or Republican candidate Mitt Romney. But he
knows which way he is leaning.
“I’ll listen to what Romney dferguson@sltrib.com

interdenominational organ
transplants.”
Yeah? Well, he never said
anything about softball, either. But that didn’t stop you
from making it a major religious point.

DOLBY
D I G I T A L
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president will lose some African-American backing because of his new stance, she
still plans to do what she did
in 2008 and vote for Obama.
Same goes for Kenneth
Hamilton, a member of Salt
Lake City’s Calvary Baptist
Church.
“I don’t support [same-sex
marriage],” Hamilton said.
“I have no problem with gays,
but my faith states that marriage should be between a
man and a woman. That is
what I believe.”
But he’s sticking with the
president.
“He’s for the average, middle-class guy,” Hamilton
said. “And that’s most of us
out here.”
The Rev. Corey Hodges of
Kearns’ New Pilgrim Baptist
Church said Obama’s pronouncement had little impact
on his political bent.
“I’m a Republican,” Hodges said, “so for me it really

Last week’s Washington Post/ABC News poll shows 59 percent
of African-Americans support same-sex marriage, up from 41
percent before President Barack Obama announced his new
stance in favor of such unions. Overall, 53 percent of Americans say gay marriage should be legal. The nationwide survey
of adults had a margin of error of 3.5 percentage points.

has to say,” Lawson said. “But
I’ll probably vote for Obama.”
As will Tanisha Anderson
— for the ﬁrst time (but only
because the 19-year-old was
too young to do so in 2008).
“I have no problem with
what he said [about same-sex
marriage],” Anderson added,
“just as long as everyone has
the opportunity to be happy.”
Of course, such AfricanAmerican support isn’t expected to tip Utah in Obama’s
favor. The Beehive State’s
Democratic troops are small
and its black population even
smaller, while its Republican
ranks are large and its Mormon bloc even larger.
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Mormon women:
Quest for equality
Feminism • Ordination may be a long shot,
but activists see a middle ground to greater
visibility and involvement in their faith.
“There is a tremendous
amount of pain among
our women regarding
how they can or cannot
contribute to the governance of our ecclesiastical
organization.”
N E Y L A N MC B A I N E

Founder of the Mormon
Women Project

“The limited vision of
women’s roles that Mormonism imported from
post-World War II American culture is unappealing and uninspiring for
many young women.”
K R I ST I N E H AG LU N D

Editor of Dialogue: A Journal of
Mormon Thought

By PEGGY FLETCHER STACK

The Salt Lake Tribune

Women’s proﬁle

For some Mormon feminists,
there can be only one goal on the
road to gender equality: priesthood
ordination.
After all, every worthy male in
the lay-clergy-run Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints — starting at age 12 — is ordained in this
priesthood. It is seen as a holy power, described as the authority to act
in God’s name, yet given exclusively

Suggestions from Mormon
feminists for elevating women’s
involvement in the church. › C3
to men.
At the same time, lots of LDS
women are perfectly comfortable
with the roles they believe God assigned to them, including motherhood and nurturing. They would

Q&A • Co-director eager to ﬁnd new approaches.
By PEGGY FLETCHER STACK

On Aug. 24 and 25, the University of Utah is staging a conference,
“Women and the LDS Church,” cosponsored by the faith’s History Department, Brigham Young University groups and other schools.
It opens with a lecture by Pulitzer

CHELSEA SHIELDS
ST R AY E R

Mormon blogger and activist

Please see EQUALITY, C2

U. conference to explore
LDS women’s issues
The Salt Lake Tribune

It is essential “to open up
new arenas for women to
have stewardship, autonomy and trust their own
revelation.”

Prize-winning historian Laurel
Thatcher Ulrich followed the next
day by panel discussions.
The gathering is being co-directed
by Matt Bowman, professor of history at Hampden-Sydney College and
author of The Mormon People, and
Kate Holbrook, the LDS Church’s
specialist in women’s history.

“For some reason, we get
only token acknowledgment of women beyond
the ward. ... Even the
Relief Society visiting
teaching messages primarily quote men.”
L AU R E L T H AT C H E R
U L R IC H

Pulitzer Prize-winning author and
historian at Harvard

ROBERT
KIRBY

Finding
spiritual
comfort in
evolution
theory

I

try to say as little as possible in church. It’s not my
venue. Mostly I sit in the
back and keep to myself.
Nothing good can come
from me saying stuff the
entire congregation can hear.
The problem is that my
spirituality is of the rambling
sort. As such, I don’t correlate
well. And church (pick one)
is big on correlation. If you
don’t think so, start making
noises churches don’t like and
see what happens.
It’s my brain. It tries to
think both sides of an issue
at the same time. It’s a noisy
process that generates a lot of
internal discussion about the
nature of God and the cosmos
and the meaning of life.
This is not a form of spirituality that works for everyone. I prefer it because it
keeps my interest up, which is
more than I can say for Sunday school.
This is not something that
can or should be expressed
to the conventional on their

Please see CONFERENCE, C3
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not want, they say, to “hold the
priesthood.”
Now comes a third and,
some suggest, growing group
of women somewhere between
these two poles.
They are not pushing for ordination, but they crave a more
engaged and visible role for
women in the Utah-based LDS
Church. It is a role, they believe, their Mormon foremothers played — and one that could
fit easily into the institutional
structure without distorting or
dismantling doctrine.
These women — some of
whom consider themselves
feminists, while others avoid
that label — point to little
changes that would pay big dividends: treating a stake Relief
Society president much as her
male counterpart and assigning her to be a regular speaker at stake conferences and in
ward worship services; quoting more women in sermons
and Sunday School lessons; selecting more women to speak
and pray at churchwide General Conferences; letting women either conduct (or at least be
present at) worthiness interviews for teen girls; choosing
strong General Relief Society
presidents and allowing them
to serve longer and become
more visible in the church; and
permitting women to serve
as mission zone leaders, ward
clerks and other traditionally
male positions.
Many of them agree that no
meeting should take place in
which decisions about women
are made without a woman being present.
Talk about such changes
is buzzing around the Mormon bloggernacle and was discussed at a recent gathering of
FAIR (the Foundation for Apologetic Information and Research). It has spawned websites such as Mormon Women
Project, which publishes interviews with strong LDS women
from around the globe and the
creation of a blog called Young
Mormon Feminists by a Brigham Young University student. It has led to the revival
of Exponent II, modeled after
a 19th-century LDS women’s
magazine, and was the topic
of a monthly podcast that included the founders of several
LDS women’s groups, including
Feminist Mormon Housewives,
LDS WAVE and The Power of
Moms.
Next week, the church’s History Department is joining with
the University of Utah and several other groups to sponsor a
symposium, “Women and the
LDS Church.”
“There is a tremendous
amount of pain among our
women regarding how they can
or cannot contribute to the governance of our ecclesiastical organization,” Neylan McBaine,
founder of the Mormon Women
Project, said at the FAIR conference. “We need to pay attention
to that pain. … The pain is real.”
These LDS women, McBaine
said, are not trying to “eradicate
the divine differences between
men and women,” but want to
be “used, engaged, recognized
and appreciated … in the broadest context of the Lord’s kingdom.”
If Mormonism’s first generation of strong and charismatic female leaders had seen this
era, the modern women wonder,
what would they think has happened to their legacy?
—
Priests and priestesses • In
the 19th century, many Mormon women had a strong
sense of partnership within the
priesthood. They were outspoken leaders of female organizations who oversaw their own
finances, programs and publishing. They gave healing blessings to other women and their
offspring. They spoke openly of
women’s spiritual powers and
being the offspring of heavenly parents — one of them God
the Mother.
Mormon women were early
suffragettes, forming alliances with national leaders such
as Elizabeth Cady Stanton and
Susan B. Anthony. They were
the first in the nation to vote
and among the trailblazers to
pursue professional careers in
medicine, business and law.
Into the 20th century, LDS

FILE | The Salt Lake Tribune

Some Mormons argue that LDS women should be allowed to serve full-time missions at age 19 and for two years — like their male counterparts. Right now, they
must be 21 and serve for 18 months. Some Mormon feminists want to raise the visibility, inﬂuence and involvement of women within the faith.

KIM RAFF | The Salt Lake Tribune

Julie B. Beck speaks after being relieved as Relief Society president during the 182nd Annual General Conference of the LDS
Church in Salt Lake City on April 1. Beck served ﬁve years as
the faith’s top women’s leader. Some LDS feminists would like
to see more women speaking at General Conference and also
raise the visibility of the church’s Relief Society president.

FILE | The Associated Press

Elizabeth Cady Stanton, advocate of women’s rights, is shown
here in an undated photo. LDS women formed alliances with
this trailblazing reformer and other 19th-century suffragettes.
leaders such as Amy Brown Lyman commanded much respect,
building hospitals and working
on alleviating poverty and illiteracy. After World War II, Relief Society General President
Belle Spafford helped with global aid efforts. She remained in
that position for nearly 30 years,
serving as president of the National Council of Women from
1968 to 1970.
In April, the Relief Society
lost a strong, distinctive voice
when its general president, Julie B. Beck, was released after
just five years — a rotation that
has become the norm for such
positions.
Beck’s replacement, Linda
K. Burton, declined to be interviewed for this story. Right
now, there are no official female
spokeswomen for the church.
For Laurel Thatcher Ulrich,
who teaches history at Harvard, this is Mormonism’s most
pressing gender issue — what
she calls “the great disappearance.”
“I see articulate, spiritually
aware, productive, loving and
amazingly resilient women in
my ward [congregation]. Every
Sunday I hear their voices, listen to their talks, learn from
their lessons, mix with them in
meetings and in the foyer, and
see them doing amazing things,”
Ulrich writes in an email from
Boston. “But, for some reason,
we get only token acknowledgment of women beyond the
ward.”
She has attended entire LDS
stake conferences — which include members from several
wards — in which “men did all
the talking (except occasionally
for the wife of the mission president).”
Women have “only token
participation” in the church’s
semiannual General Conferences and “have largely been
erased from our [doctrinal]
manuals. They show up in the
Ensign [the church’s official
magazine] in very limited ways,”
Ulrich says. “Even the Relief Society visiting teaching messages
primarily quote men.”
A recent churchwide publication, Daughters in My Kingdom:
The History and Work of Relief

Society, featured profiles and
writing from earlier Mormon
women, she says, “but as far as I
can tell it has no acknowledged
place in the curriculum.”
This “strange, new phenomenon” of the disappearing women “is so at odds with my early
experience in the church, my
understanding of the gospel,
and of what looks to me like
simple common sense that I
am simply stunned that it persists,” Ulrich writes. “The sad
thing is, many young women
in the church have never experienced anything else.”

“For women to be truly
equal in the church,
bureaucratic leadership
needs to be completely
uncoupled from priesthood ordinances, or
women need to have
access to fulﬁll those
ordinances.”
T R E S A E DM U N D S

Founder of LDS WAVE

—
Generational issue • Kristine
Haglund, editor of Dialogue: A
Journal of Mormon Thought,
also worries about the impact
on younger LDS women.
“The limited vision of women’s roles that Mormonism imported from post-World War II
American culture is unappealing and uninspiring for many
young women,” Haglund writes
in an email. “We must articulate a Mormonism that is less
about lifestyle choice and more
about spiritual power and a personal relationship with God
that can enlighten all the facets of the lives young women
choose for themselves.”
Mormon women yearn to
be more useful in the faith
“to bless the lives of women

throughout the world, particularly in the global south,” Haglund says, “and, in turn, incorporate the wisdom of women
from outside of the United
States into our curricula and
leadership.”
Women have become “the
support staff for the real work
of men,” says LDS activist and
writer Chelsea Shields Strayer,
“which means we are basically
working with only 50 percent of
our human capital.”
It is essential, says Strayer
from Baltimore, “to open up
new arenas for women to have
stewardship, autonomy and
trust their own revelation.”
That might help deal with
some of the LDS Church’s other gender issues, she says, such
as the “inappropriateness of
young girls confessing sexual
sins to their male bishops, all
male-disciplinary councils and
the lack of women’s voices in religious text, curriculum and decision-making bodies.”
It is time, these women say,
to expand opportunities and
experiences available to Mormon women.
But what about the church’s
1995 family proclamation, with
its detailed descriptions of men
as providers and women as nurturers?
Those who have “issues with
the Proclamation on the Family deserve to be heard,” says
Margaret Young, a BYU English professor. “The role definition in that document troubles many women. Might that
be a document which could use
more female input and even a
rewrite, since it has not yet
been declared official revelation, nor (as far as I know) has
yet had female input?”
Young says in her own moments of trouble, she turns to
other women.
“I have lunch with other mothers who are meeting
great challenges in their parenting, and we comfort and
support one another,” she says.
“I would like to feel that same
sense in General Conference —
and from a woman’s voice.”
Young sees a powerful sense
of male/female equality in LDS
temple rituals.
“Because I am an ordinance
worker, I do many things with
authority in the temple,” she
says. “I believe that I hold the
priesthood jointly with my husband and would like to be considered his equal in blessing

our children when they’re ill
or needing comfort. That simply feels right to me, that we, as
parents, lay our hands on our
children’s heads.”
Plus, Young would like to follow the example of her female
progenitors — blessing daughters before they give birth.
“There is something beautiful,” she says, “about a woman
blessing the one whom she herself delivered before.”
In the current system,
though, could anyone do that
without priesthood power?

“Women are completely
shut out from having input into decision-making
that affects their lives
and their families.”
JA N A R I E S S

Mormon writer and editor

—
A kind of power • Despite
the lack of contemporary role
models, Mormonism does
teach that women have access to all the same revelatory and healing powers as men,
just with their own faith, not
priesthood authority.
“Spiritual gifts, which have
been a hallmark of this church
from its very inception, are
given equally to men and
women,” Bonnie Atkinson, a
Mormon writer and blogger in
Springville, writes in an email.
“That’s the more crucial equality, the eternal equality that
supersedes any secular definition of equality.”
Atkinson argues that LDS
women are not taking advantage of powers they already
possess.
Mormon women need to
“step forward and embrace
these gifts of the spirit, acknowledge the value of what
they are already doing, and
ask more of themselves,” Atkinson says. Then the outside world “will take notice
of their articulateness, skills
and worth. It won’t be because
a policy or a program changed
to bestow that power on them.”

Strayer notes that Mormons have “a uniquely feminist doctrine that … could be
an example of religious gender
equality to every other world
religion. However, I don’t see
that doctrine being expanded
or even pondered in this generation.”
Is female ordination, then,
an unreasonable hope?
“My own view is that ordination to priesthood ofﬁce is
neither a necessary nor a sufficient condition,” Haglund
writes, “for making the kinds
of changes that would allow
women to participate fully in
the life of the church.”
Instead, women can tap
the flexibility of being largely “off the chart” in terms of
organization, she says, using
women’s informal networks to
“transmit knowledge in ways
that seem better suited to an
information age than the formal and sometimes cumbersome ‘priesthood channels.’”
Other Mormon women see
no possibility of equality without ordination.
“I have personally come to
believe in a priestesshood that
is extended to women when
they go through the temple,”
writes LDS WAVE founder Tresa Edmunds. “But I
also believe that … as long
as church leadership is contingent upon the priesthood,
women will be marginalized
in the gospel. … For women to
be truly equal in the church,
bureaucratic leadership needs
to be completely uncoupled
from priesthood ordinances,
or women need to have access
to fulﬁll those ordinances.”
Hannah Wheelwright, a
BYU sophomore majoring in
political science who launched
the Young Mormon Feminists
blog, says the church could do
a lot to “decrease gender inequality,” such as “allowing
women into the governance
of the church” or considering the General Relief Society
and Primary presidencies to
be “general authorities.”
With no significant Mormon female spiritual leaders, Wheelwright says, “I fail
to see how women are equal.
Female ordination is the only
ultimate signal of equality.”
Jana Riess, a Mormon writer in Cincinnati, reluctantly
agrees.
“For the last 90 years, everything has been channeled
through the priesthood — all
decision-making, rituals, everything that goes on in Mormon life,” Riess says. “Women are completely shut out
from having input into decision-making that affects their
lives and their families.”
Riess is reconciled to the
idea that she doesn’t need the
priesthood to enjoy the rituals, but is deeply troubled that
“women are so systematically
underutilized.”
She sees two paths forward: Women either get the
priesthood or the priesthood
is expanded to accommodate
greater involvement and visibility for women.
That large middle group
seems to be pushing for the
latter.
pstack@sltrib.com
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How LDS faith could
raise women’s proﬁle
Here are some suggestions
from Mormon feminists for elevating LDS women’s involvement in their church:
» Give Young Women’s leaders some pastoral authority;
include them in bishop’s interviews, as may be appropriate when a young woman is meeting with an older
man and discussing personal
questions.
» Invite women to serve as
witnesses for baptisms and
sealings (especially of their
own children).
» Invite mothers to hold their
babies during blessings in
which children are named.
» Have bishops give girls a special blessing when they turn
12, 14 and 16. Their brothers
get these from priesthood
leaders, often their fathers,
when they advance in the
priesthood.
» Allow women to preside
over and conduct the General Relief Society and Young
Women’s meetings and hold
them on conference weekend.
» Name a woman to head of
the Humanitarian and Welfare departments.
» Include photos of Relief Society, Young Women’s and Primary general presidencies in
the church-published hierarchical photos of LDS leaders.
» Call women as Sunday
School presidents, ward mission leaders and ward and
stake clerks. Let them check
recommends at temples and
appoint them as presidents
of Brigham Young University,
BYU-Idaho and BYU-Hawaii.
» Lower the age for female
missionaries to 19, same as
young Mormon men, while
letting them serve two years
and as zone and district leaders.
» Remove the rule that every
event needs a priesthood
chaperone. This not only
would send a powerful message but also would make
such gatherings more practical to plan.
– The Salt Lake Tribune

FILE | The Salt Lake Tribune

Historian Kate Holbrook is co-director of the “Women and the
LDS Church” conference planned at the University of Utah.

Conference
≥ Continued from C1

Here, Holbrook explains
the impetus behind the conference.
When and why did you decide
to host this conference?
Matt had the good idea
of framing the conference
around the topic of agency,
inspired by a fantastic talk
Catherine Brekus gave at the
Mormon History Association
Conference in 2010. Brekus
described how the academy
has tended to discuss female
agency in terms of women
who act against prevailing
norms, so female exercise of
agency has become synonymous with rebellion. Brekus
argued that women who stay
within their traditions also exercise agency. She called for a
more inclusive and nuanced
approach to the discussion of
agency and women’s history.
The theme of our conference
is a response to her call.
What do you hope to accomplish?
Theconferencewillprovide
space for conversations about
the state of the field — what
kind of work has been done
and what researchers today
are doing on women in the
church. We hope our discussions will raise new questions
and new ways of approaching
this work. We are particularly excited about the panel on
women outside of the United States. International histories of LDS women are largely

Conference
schedule
For details about
O
the free “Women and the LDS Church”

collection conveys a spiritual and leaders alike want to be experiences, and this conferheritage of LDS women as pas- able to share more women’s ence will help with that process.
sionate, articulate, determined
and devout.
What aspects of this conference
most excite you?
Members of the LDS Church
understand the power of experiences. We share experiences
from the past and present when
we worship, when we study together, when we visit one another and when we gather as families. Scriptures are collections of
experiences. Our history books
and journals are collections of
Regular admission $15.
experiences. Sharing experiencPurchase Discount
COME GET INSPIRED
es is the way we make meaning
tickets online for $10
of our lives, and it’s the way we
Use promo code POH12.
learn to build a closer relationor purchase at RC Willey stores for $10
ship to God and the Savior and
closer relationships with each
other.Ibelievechurchmembers
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conference, go to http://
tinyurl.com/99fxvzn.

unknown. We would love for
the conference to function as a
seed project, encouraging others to begin to research and
tell these stories. Matt and I
will edit some of the conference proceedings for a book
published by the University
of Utah Press.
What’s going on with your department and women’s studies?
As the first official specialist in LDS women’s history, I’ve thought through
what kinds of programs and
resources the department
needs in order to produce increasingly robust, inclusive
histories. Department leadership has responded with tremendous support. My team
is currently finishing a documentary history of the first
50 years of Relief Society. The
history includes fascinating
documents, like the minutes
from the Nauvoo Relief Society (1842-1844), newspaper reports of LDS women protesting anti-polygamy legislation,
eloquent arguments for suffrage, Exponent articles that
tell what Relief Societies were
doing in Hawaii, London, Boston and Indianola, Utah. The
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It’s a circus (of sorts) in WVC

REVIEW • Created in 1996, “Quidam” is one of many iterations of Cirque du Soleil to hit the
road. Find out whether the company’s combination of ﬁnesse and daring — along with the
charm of busking and storytelling — made this a Maverik performance to remember. > C6

ROBERT
KIRBY

When the
Holy Spirit
speaks,
it’s time to
listen hard

T

oday’s column is about the
possibility that the Holy
Ghost wants you to shut up.
Most faiths have some
form of spiritual motivator
or helper. For Christians
it’s the Holy Ghost or Spirit, a
manifestation of God’s influence.
The Holy Ghost is so important people pray for its presence.
They go to church to learn about
it and they rely on it to help them
knowwhattodoandsayintimes
of need.
The Holy Spirit is very handson. It tells you when to witness
to other people and what to say
to them to repent and turn their
hearts to God.
Even when it comes in the
form of “a still, small voice,” the
Holy Ghost is power. If you’re a
televangelist, it’s the power by
which you knock disabled people down on stage so other people watching will send you money to help you knock down a
bunch more.
Anyway, the Holy Ghost is not
generally seen as the authority
by which people just stand by
and let stuff happen. That still
small voice rarely seems to tell
people to be still and small. Pity,
given that most human beings
have a hard time telling the differencebetweenbeingfilledwith

12
Mormons
myths
about

Facts & faith • Christianity to caffeine,
the Bible to birth control — setting
the record straight about LDS beliefs.
By PEGGY FLETCHER STACK

The Salt Lake Tribune

As Americans cast their ballots and the clock ticks toward
midnight in Mitt Romney’s presidential quest, this much is
clear: Americans didn’t know much about the candidate’s LDS
faith when this “Mormon moment” began.
Now, thousands of headlines, dozens of TV newscasts and
one Tony-winning Broadway musical later, Americans still
don’t know much about Latter-day Saints and their beliefs.
But they know more. All those stories educated millions of
observant Americans about The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. Still, some “understandings” remain misunderstandings — and many views of the religion are still skewed,
exaggerated or ﬂat-out wrong.
Here are 12 persistent myths about Mormonism:
Please see MYTHS, C2

Please see KIRBY, C3

i INTERACT ]
Write a haiku
with Jell-O
as your muse

Contest • The Tribune’s
annual Jell-O Haiku Contest is on. Readers of all
ages are encouraged to
write a silly, funny or sarcastic haiku about their favorite Jell-O creation. To
enter, visit http://estras.sltrib.com/jellohaiku/. Deadline to enter is Nov. 14.

Top left • Brigham Young and his wives. (See myth 1: Mormons
practice polygamy.) Top right • Julie B. Beck speaks after being
relieved as Relief Society president. (See myth 6: Women can’t
be leaders or speak in the LDS Church.) Above left • Senate Majority Leader Sen. Harry Reid, D-Nev., speaks during a news conference. (See myth 7: All Mormons are Republicans.) Above right
• A member of the BYU dance ensemble. (See myth 4: Mormons don’t dance.) Background • The 1841 Book of Mormon
printed in Liverpool, England. (See myths 5 and 12: All Mormons live in Utah; Mormons don’t believe in the Bible.)
Photos (clockwise from top left): Utah Historical Society; Tribune ﬁle; BYU; AP ﬁle; Tribune ﬁle

Utah’s best choice for retirement living
Our residents enjoy restaurant-style dining, housekeeping services, customized
care plans and exciting activities. From a dynamic social schedule to our
hospitable staff, we are dedicated to promoting an active, carefree lifestyle.

Call (801) 272-8226 to schedule your personal visit.
3750 Highland Drive • Salt Lake City, UT 84106 • www.highlandcoveretirement.com
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After disasters, don’t just
give money, give of yourself

Myths
≥ Continued from C1

1. Mormons practice
polygamy

H

The LDS Church ofﬁcially gave up
polygamy in 1890, when then-President Wilford Woodruff issued a “Manifesto” advising all members not to enter into “any marriage forbidden by
the law of the land.”
Not all Latter-day Saints complied,
so then-President Joseph F. Smith issued a “Second Manifesto” in 1904.
Since then, any member practicing or
openly advocating polygamy is excommunicated.
Groups that continue plural marriage — such as the Fundamentalist
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day
Saints — do so outside the 14 millionmember Utah-based faith.
Even so, Mormon scriptures — Doctrine and Covenants Section 132 — describe and defend the practice and remain part of the mainline LDS canon.
Plus, men can be “sealed,” or married
for eternity (Mormonism’s crowning
rite), to more than one woman, while a
woman can be sealed to only one man.
Some point to that policy as proof
that, under LDS doctrine, polygamy
will continue in heaven.

FILE | Reuters

2. Mormons are
not Christians
LDS theology does differ from historic Christians in key teachings — including the nature of God and his relationship to Jesus Christ, revelation
and scripture. Traditional Christians
believe in the Trinity, that God, Jesus
and the Holy Spirit are one substance.
Mormons believe God the Father, Jesus and the Holy Spirit are separate
beings. Historic Christians heed the
Courtesy photo
Bible as the sole word of God, while
Latter-day Saints believe in the Bible At top • U.S. Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney — shown with
and other scriptures, including the wife Ann and son Tag — addresses supporters in Novi, Mich., in FebruBook of Mormon. Still, Jesus Christ ary. (See myth 8: A Mormon U.S. president would be a puppet of the LDS
is the center of Mormon devotion, be- prophet. Above • A font for performing baptisms for the dead in the Colief and practice. He is considered the penhagen, Denmark, LDS Temple. (See myth 9: Mormons baptize corpses.)
Son of God and savior of all humanity.

3. Mormons aren’t
supposed to drink
caffeinated beverages

nominated for president, is a Republican. But the highest-ranking elected
Latter-day Saint is a Nevada Democrat,
Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid.
The LDS Church’s health code, As an institution, the LDS Church
known as the Word of Wisdom, was trumpets a strict policy of neutrality
issued in 1833 by Mormon founder Jo- in partisan politics.
seph Smith. It condemns alcohol, toOutside the U.S., Mormon politibacco and “hot drinks,” which church cal leanings run the gamut from left
leaders have subsequently described to right, from card-carrying socialists
only as “coffee and tea.”
to right-wing traditionalists.
They say nothing about reasons for
singling out those two drinks. Many 8. A Mormon U.S. president
members have presumed it’s because would be a puppet of
they contain caffeine and thus eschewed any beverages — especially the LDS prophet
soda pops — containing the stimulant.
Mormon scripture addresses this
The LDS Church recently reiterat- issue directly. Doctrine and Covenants
ed its longtime position that the only Section 134, adopted by the church in
barred drinks were alcohol, coffee and 1835, says Mormons “do not believe it
tea. That left church-owned Brigham just to mingle religious inﬂuence with
Young University having to explain civil government.”
why it did not serve or sell caffeinated
In a modern-day statement on pocolas. “There’s no customer demand,” litical neutrality, the church says it
school spokeswoman Carri Jenkins does “reserve the right as an institusaid. BYU students then launched a tion to address, in a nonpartisan way,
petition drive to exhibit the demand. issues that it believes have signiﬁcant
community or moral consequences
or that directly affect the interests of
4. Mormons don’t dance
the church.” Think the Equal Rights
This falls in the “Mormons are like Amendment, Proposition 8, gambling,
the Amish” misconception. Wrong. alcohol, immigration and the faith’s
Dancing is fine. It’s a long-standing 2009 endorsement of two Salt Lake
pleasure for the more faithful dating City ordinances protecting gay and
back to Joseph Smith and Brigham transgender residents from housing
Young. BYU dance troupes have won and job discrimination.
international acclaim.
Lawmakers at the federal, state and
local levels have acknowledged being
5. All Mormons live in Utah lobbied by the LDS Church on such
issues. That doesn’t mean the church
The Beehive State is indeed densely expects Mormon politicians to line up
populated with Mormons (62 percent), behind its positions — though some
as are some neighboring states. Still, may do so.
Latter-day Saints are spread across the
“Elected ofﬁcials who are Latter-day
United States in small pockets of believ- Saints make their own decisions,” says
ers and congregations. Members also the neutrality document, “and may
live in more than 100 countries, and not necessarily be in agreement with
their numbers are increasing rapid- one another or even with a publicly
ly in Latin America and Africa. In fact, stated church position. … These ofﬁthere are more Mormons outside the cials still must make their own choicU.S. (8.2 million) than in it (6.2 million). es based on their best judgment and
with consideration of the constituen6. Women can’t be leaders cies whom they were elected to repor speak in the LDS Church resent.”
While it is true that the church’s 9. Mormons baptize
lay priesthood is restricted to males corpses
12 and older, Mormon women lead
the women’s, young women’s and chilThe LDS Church does not use dead
dren’s organizations, teach scripture bodies, but it does have living volunstudy and other classes, pray in servic- teers do vicarious baptisms for their
es and preach from the pulpit.
deceased ancestors.
This ritual, known as “baptism for
the dead,” is performed in much the
7. All Mormons
same way as it is for the living, exare Republicans
cept proxy ordinances are done only
Well, most are, so it may seem that in Mormon temples. A white-clothed
way to left-leaning Latter-day Saints. candidate, standing in a font of water
Nearly 60 percent of Mormons na- about waist-high, represents the dead
tionwide identify themselves as Re- person. He or she is then immersed afpublicans, compared with 14 percent ter the adult male baptizer (also wearwho say they prefer Democrats, ac- ing white) says these words: “Having
cording to a 2011 report by researchers been commissioned of Jesus Christ, I
from Trinity College in Connecticut. baptize you for and in behalf of [name
Mitt Romney, the first Mormon of the deceased] in the name of the Fafrom a major political party to be ther, and of the Son, and of the Holy

Ghost. Amen.” These are the same
words that are said for a living baptism, without the words “for and in
behalf of.”
A proxy baptism doesn’t mean that
person is automatically a Mormon
in heaven. Latter-day Saints believe
those who have passed on can choose
to accept or reject the rite done in their
names.
Those who are baptized posthumously are never entered on the
church’s rolls or counted in its membership.

10. Mormons can’t use
birth control
LDS families have more children
than the average American, but it’s
not because birth control is forbidden.
The church teaches that having children is “the privilege of married couples,” but the decision on how many to
have or how to space them, according
to the faith’s Handbook for its leaders,
“is extremely intimate and private and
should be left between the couple and
the Lord.”
The church also teaches that sex is
about more than having kids. “Sexual relations within marriage,” says
the Handbook, “are divinely approved
not only for the purpose of procreation, but also as a way of expressing love and strengthening emotional
and spiritual bonds between husband
and wife.”

11. Mormons get naked
in the temple
LDS temple rituals are not open to
the public, which is why there is much
fantasy and exaggeration about what
happens inside. Members dressed
mostly in white participate in a ritual
re-enactment of the creation, Adam
and Eve’s expulsion from the Garden
of Eden, mortal experiences of the
world and the return to God’s presence. At each stage of this progression,
participants make promises to God. It
is also a place where Mormon couples
are “sealed,” or married, for this life
and the next.

12. Mormons don’t
believe in the Bible
The Bible, particularly the King
James Version, is part of Mormon canonized scripture. It is one of four such
books, including the Book of Mormon,
the Doctrine and Covenants and the
Pearl of Great Price. The Bible is used
in classroom discussions, quoted in
sermons and essential to missionary
outreach. An LDS tenet holds that Latter-day Saints “believe the Bible to be
the word of God as far as it is translated correctly.”
Sources: Encyclopedia of Mormonism, LDSnewsroom.org, LDS
Church Handbook

urricane Sandy has devastated the Northeast, leaving dozens dead, millions
without power and billions
in damage.
The challenges in the
wake of such disasters are too
great for any single entity. Governments, businesses, nonprofit
organizations, faith communities
and individuals have to work together to help.
At the heart of Christianity is
the principle of giving. Since its
inception, the Christian church
has had concerns for those in need.
In Acts, Paul urges Christians to
“help the weak” and quotes Jesus
saying, “It is more blessed to give
than to receive.” Monetary donations are crucial to nonproﬁt and
religious organizations that provide relief.
But the call for giving does not
absolve us from ministering. Before ascending into heaven, Jesus
commanded his disciples to “go
into the world and proclaim the
gospel.” In the modern church,
many have been content to pray
and give, while neglecting to go
and help the needy.
With houses of worship serving as epicenters for such disasters,
faith leaders realize they must play
an active role. If we are going to
have an impact on the world with
the gospel message, we have to be
willing to live our faith. When people sought relief from Jesus during
his earthly ministry, he dealt with
their spiritual and physical needs.

FAITH IN ACTION
Compiled by Tribune staff

Day of the Dead
Celebration and Altar
Una Mano Amiga and the Utah Cultural Celebration Center will present
the annual Day of the Dead altar display and community gathering.
When • Saturday-Tuesday, Nov. 3-6,
9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Where • Utah Cultural Celebration
Center, 1355 W. 3100 South , West
Valley City
Tickets • Free

Mothers Without Borders
Boutique
Mothers Without Borders will stage
a charity boutique that showcases
carvings, jewelry, quilts and nativity
scenes handcrafted in Zambia. There
will also be locally donated handmade merchandise.
When • Saturday, Nov. 3, 9 a.m.-6
p.m.
Where • Holy Trinity Greek Orthodox Church, 279 S. 300 West, Salt
Lake City
Tickets • Free

Vespers Service and
Reader Orthros Service
Orthodox Christian Vespers Service will be held Nov. 3 and Reader
Orthros Service on Nov. 4.
When • Saturday, Nov. 3, 5 p.m.,
Sunday, Nov. 4, 9 a.m.
Where • Holy Apostles Orthodox
Christian Church, 280 W. Center St.,
Orem
Tickets • Free

Lutheran Social Service
of Utah Fundraiser — a
Forest of Service
Lutheran Social Service of Utah will
hold a fundraiser that will include a
silent auction, international foods
and live music. Call 801-703-3274 for
information.
When • Saturday, Nov. 3, 2-4:30 p.m.
Where • St. Mark’ Episcopal Cathedral, 231 E. 100 South, Salt Lake City

Calvary Baptist Church
Revival
Calvary Baptist Church will celebrate
its 120th revival. The Rev. L.K. Curry, pastor emeritus of Chicago’s Emmanuel Baptist Church, will be the
guest speaker. Visit www.calvaryslc.
com for information.
When • Sunday-Friday, Nov. 4-9, 7
p.m.
Where • Calvary Baptist Church,
1090 S. State St., Salt Lake City
Tickets • Free

Jazz Vespers Quartet
The Jazz Vespers Quartet will perform. Visit facebook.com/pages/JazzVespers-Quartet/364277976994593

COREY J.
HODGES
Religious organizations now
work to recruit and train volunteers to assist in disaster-stricken areas. They provide meals and
counseling while assisting with
cleanup and recovery. Churches
also serve as donation centers for
food and clothing. This weekend,
our church will host disaster-relief
training conducted by the Utah
Idaho Southern Baptist Convention. With so much tragedy hitting
so close to home, we cannot look
the other way.
Amid the widespread destruction along the East Coast, there
have been inspiring stories of
nurses, ﬁreﬁghters and rescuers
risking their lives to save others.
With only a few days to another
contentious presidential election,
it is refreshing to see Americans
again united in a common cause
— another reminder that what
unites us is greater than what divides us.
Contact Corey J. Hodges, pastor of
New Pilgrim Baptist Church, at coreyjhodges@comcast.net.

for information.
When • Sunday, Nov. 4, 7:30 a.m.
Where • First Unitarian Church, 1300
E. 569 South, Salt Lake City
Tickets • Free

Catholic Community
Services Holiday Food
Drive
Catholic Community Services will
collect and donate holiday food
items. Food may be donated at the
Joyce Hansen Hall Food Bank, 2504
F Ave., or to United Way of Northern Utah.
When • Monday-Friday, Nov. 5-9, 8
a.m.- 3 p.m.
Where • Catholic Community Services-Ogden, 2504 F Ave., Ogden
Tickets • Free

Rumi Poetry Club
This club espouses spiritual poetry.
When • Thursday, Nov. 8, 7 p.m.
Where • Anderson-Foothill Branch
Library, 1135 S. 2100 East, Salt Lake
City
Tickets • Free

Men and Women of Faith
— LDS Women’s Education,
1875-1896
Andrea Ventilla will present stories
of 19th-century women’s education.
When • Thursday, Nov. 8, 7-8:30 p.m.
Where • LDS Church Ofﬁce Building,
50 E. North Temple , Salt Lake City
Tickets • Free

American Muslims and
Citizenship: Beyond
Minority Politics
Abdullahi Ahmed An-Na’im, Charles
Howard Candler Professor of Law at
Emory University, will discuss Muslim
participation in politics.
When • Friday, Nov. 9, 7 p.m.
Where • Salt Lake City Main Library,
210 E. 400 South
Tickets • Free

Humanitarian Awards
Dinner
The Catholic Community Services of
Utah will hold it 2012 Humanitarian
Awards Dinner. To RSVP, call or email
Andy Robinson at 801-428-1231, arobinson@ccsutah.org.
When • Wednesday, Nov. 7, 6 p.m.
Where • Little America Hotel, 500 S.
Main St., Salt Lake City

Jewish Arts Festival with
Keshet Chaim
The Jewish Arts Festival will feature
the Israeli-American dance group,
Keshet Chaim. Visit arttix.org for information.
When • Saturday, Nov. 10, 8 p.m.
Where • Rose Wagner Performing
Arts Center, 138 W. 300 South, Salt
Lake City
Tickets • $43; visit slcjcc.org/community-events/latest-news-and-updates/
item/445-2012-jewish-arts-festival
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Analysis • After ugly
campaign, Tuesday’s
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2012 ELECTION • DOES ROMNEY’S RELIGION
GION HELP OR HURT HIM?

The faith factor

By STEVEN THOMMA

McClatchy Newspapers

Washington • America will
choose a president this week.
It may not choose a course for
the nation.
The country nears Election
Day 2012 divided and polarized over the two major party
candidates, suggesting a close
verdict in either direction and
a refusal to coalesce behind
one or the other.
President Barack Obama
could be defeated, just four
years after seizing the presidency with a solid majority
amid a promise of hope and
change.
Or, he could eke out a narrow victory. If the polls are
a guide, he could win with a
smaller margin than his ﬁrst
Please see ELECTION, A6

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY JEREMY HARMON | The Salt Lake Tribune

MORRY GASH | The Associated Press

President Barack Obama
speaks Saturday at a campaign
event in Milwaukee.
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Fears of anti-LDS surge
sinking Republican’s bid
evaporated during run.
By THOMAS BURR

The Salt Lake Tribune

Washington • Mitt Romney’s Mormon faith was supposed to haunt his campaign,
hurt his efforts among evangelical voters and give enough
pause to independents that
his quest for the White House
would be difficult, if not
doomed.
But, in the end, concerns
about his LDS religion barely surfaced in the general election and, in fact, Romney’s embrace of his leadership roles in
the faith in the ﬁnal months of
the campaign may have boosted his effort.
“I think it was one of the
most helpful things he said
during any time of the campaign,” says Bruce Gronbeck,
a University of Iowa professor
Please see FAITH, A10

“
This time I
didn’t hear
much about
it. The church
had a negative history
back in the
early days
and [that perception] may
have hung
on in certain
areas. [But] It
seems to have
died down.”
DE E B R OW N

Retired Mormon
schoolteacher from
Kaysville

Tribune poll
What effect do you believe
Mitt Romney’s LDS Church
membership has had on his
candidacy? Has it had a:

Positive
33%

Negative
26%

No
effect
36%

Not sure 5%
Source: Mason-Dixon Polling & Research, Inc.

© 2012 The Salt Lake Tribune

Mitt likely to get
biggest win here
He won’t record Utah’s
biggest rout ever, poll
shows, but he may hit
’84 Reagan territory.
By THOMAS BURR

The Salt Lake Tribune

Most people say
Romney’s run has
boosted Mormons
When Mitt Romney became the GOP nominee, some Mormons worried the media spotlight
would harm their church.
These anxious Latter-day
Saints can exhale because
most people — particularly Utahns — say Romney’s
run has helped the faith,
a Tribune poll shows. › A10

Tribune poll
If the 2012 election for
president and vice president
were held today, which one of
the following tickets would get
your vote?

Romney/
Ryan
70%

Obama/
Biden
25%

Other
2%

Washington • Utah is an
easy win for Mitt Romney on
Tuesday and the state is also
on track to hand him his largest margin of victory of any
state in the union.
Undecided 3%
A new poll by The Salt Lake
Source: Mason-Dixon Polling & Research, Inc.
Tribune shows Romney likely
© 2012 The Salt Lake Tribune
to pick up some 70 percent of
Utahns’ votes while President
Barack Obama is expected to in third place in the state two
carry only 25 percent, one of decades ago.
the lowest ﬁgures for a DemUtah is such a lock for Romocratic presidential nomi- ney that the only question
Please see ROMNEY, A11
nee since Bill Clinton came
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Most say Mitt’s good for LDS brand
Faith • Poll shows 61%
of Utah’s likely voters
say run has improved
perception of church.
By PEGGY FLETCHER STACK

The Salt Lake Tribune

Mormons across the nation
held their missionary-minded breath when Mitt Romney became the Republican
presidential nominee, unsure about whether all the accompanying media attention
would be good or bad for their
proselytizing church.
Now, it seems, these anxious Latter-day Saints can exhale. Most people — particularly Utahns — believe that, on
balance, Romney’s run for the
highest ofﬁce in the land has
beneﬁted the faith.
A Salt Lake Tribune poll
conducted this week by Mason-Dixon Polling & Research showed that 61 percent of Utah’s likely voters say
Romney’s candidacy has had a
positive effect on “how people
view the LDS Church.”
That view holds true for a
majority of Utahns in nearly every category — men (60
percent), women (61 percent),
Republicans (78 percent), independents (53 percent), Mormons (62 percent) and nonMormons (59 percent).
Only Democrats failed to
see the “Mormon moment”
as a clear plus for the church.
The bulk of them (39 percent)
say it had no effect, compared
with 30 percent positive and
17 percent negative.
The poll has a margin of error of plus or minus 4 percentage points.
There’s no one right answer,
of course, given the unprecedented amount of interest in
Mormonism during the past
year. We’ve seen glowing stories about Romney’s telegenic family, his volunteer service as a missionary and his
faith’s efforts to feed the poor.
There have also been reports of the church’s troubled
racial history — it did not extend its all-male priesthood to
blacks until 1978 — its lack of
transparency about its ﬁnancial holdings and its views of
women’s roles after Ann Romney’s defense of stay-at-home
moms.
For his part, Salt Lake City
poll respondent Howard Rudy
was effusive about his fellow
Mormon’s role in elevating
public opinion about the religion.
Romney’s “a brilliant guy
and a great guy, who has a
lot of integrity,” the 88-yearold retired businessman said.
“He’s loyal to his church and
pays his tithing. He’s made
a lot of money and shared it.
He’s very active and does a lot
of good.”
Daniel Weaver, who belongs to Salt Lake City’s First

Faith

≥ Continued from A1

emeritus of political communication who now lives in Longmont, Colo. “That’s not to say
[religion] was a primary issue,
but it was an underlying base
for his appeal to a broad range
of the electorate.”
The proof? Romney could
be on track to gain more votes
from evangelical Protestants
than Sen. John McCain did in
2008 and on par with those
won by President George W.
Bush in 2004.
About 76 percent of white
evangelical Protestants are
leaning toward Romney, according to a recent poll by
the Pew Forum on Religion &
Public Life. McCain drew 73
percent of that vote last time
around.
The numbers don’t surprise
Mark DeMoss, a senior adviser
to the Romney campaign who
has been an unofficial outreach guru for evangelicals.
“I have spent much of the
past six years talking to people — largely evangelical audiences — about the importance

Tribune poll
What effect do you believe
Mitt Romney’s presidential
candidacy has had on how
people view the LDS Church?
Has it had a:

STATEWIDE RESULTS
Positive Negative
No
61%
7%
effect
24%

Not sure 8%

LDS RESPONDENTS
Positive
Negative
62%
7%
No effect
23%

Not sure
8%

NON-LDS RESPONDENTS
Positive
Negative
59%
7%
No effect
27%

Not sure
7%

Tribune poll of 625 registered Utah voters was
conducted Oct. 29-31 by Mason-Dixon Polling &
Research, Inc. The margin of error is +/- 4
percentage points.

© 2012 The Salt Lake Tribune

“
Romney’s
reluctance to talk about
his faith has fostered
disinterest in his
listeners. We are not
moving the needle
any on public interest
in Mormonism.
JOA N N A B R O OK S

Mormon writer

“
Mormons
have
been featured more
prominently [and
I would say more
positively] in the news
here in Ohio than I
have seen in the past.”
JA NA R I E S S

Mormon writer and editor

“
In the
process
of examination by
the international and
national media, our
church has fared well
overall.”
DA R I US G R AY

Former president of the
Genesis Group, a social organization for black Mormons

Tribune poll
What effect do you believe
Mitt Romney’s LDS Church
membership has had on his
candidacy? Has it had a:

STATEWIDE RESULTS
Positive Negative
No
33%
26%
effect
36%

Not sure 5%

LDS RESPONDENTS
Positive
Negative
31%
33%
No effect
32%

Not sure
4%

NON-LDS RESPONDENTS
Positive
Negative
39%
9%
No effect
44%

Not sure
8%

Tribune poll of 625 registered Utah voters was
conducted Oct. 29-31 by Mason-Dixon Polling &
Research, Inc. The margin of error is +/- 4
percentage points.

© 2012 The Salt Lake Tribune
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Mitt Romney, shown meeting Boy Scouts as he arrives in Utah in September, has raised the visibility of his faith, the LDS Church.
Congregational Church, believes Romney’s visibility has
helped bring Mormonism into
the mainstream.
“I don’t believe people look
at [the LDS Church] as if it’s
a cult,” said Weaver, who recently retired as a crimescene technician for the Salt
Lake City Police Department.
“He’s ‘normalized’ it like Catholicism.”
Others thought Romney’s
campaign had little impact on
the image of the Utah-based
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.
“There was a lot of misinformation on the Mormon
church throughout the country when Romney ﬁrst ran in
2008, all kinds of stuff about
him not being a Christian,”
said Dave Welch, of West
Bountiful. “But that’s just not
an issue anymore. Now we are
looking at the candidates for
what they can do for the country.”
To Darius Gray, former
president of the Genesis
Group, a social organization
for black Mormons, Romney’s
candidacy has been a “mixed
bag.”
“It has brought visibility to
the LDS Church that it previously had not had,” said Gray,
who was not among those
polled. “In the process of examination by the international and national media, our
church has fared well overall.”
On the other hand, Gray
said, some of the Romney
team’s “tactics and misstatements” about President
Barack Obama and his policies “reflect negatively not
only upon the Romney campaign, but, because of his

membership in the faith, also
upon the church.”
—
Outside Utah • Out-of-state
observers were largely upbeat
about the campaign’s impact
on Mormonism’s image, especially in boosting awareness about its teachings and
practices.
“Sure, there is a hard core
of anti-Mormons on both the
left and the right whose views
will not change. But, for the
many Americans who had
only a shadowy idea of what
Mormons are like and what
we believe, his candidacy has
been eye-opening,” said Lowell Brown, an LDS attorney
in California who has written about Romney since 2005
at Article VI blog. “Certainly not every Mormon is like
Mitt Romney, and not every
Mormon family is like his —
far from it. But what he and
his family aspire to be is admirable to most people, and,
more importantly, they are
not weird.”
The campaign has served to
dispel stereotypes, said John
Schroeder, Brown’s fellow Article VI blogger and a Presbyterian elder.
Americans “have discovered that the average modern
Mormon is not a guy in a cutaway coat with mutton-chop
sideburns surrounded by a lot
of wives and even more kids,”
Schroeder wrote in an email.
“They have learned that, by
and large, the average Mormon is pretty much the same
person they are.”
This political season hasn’t,
however, bridged “the theological gaps between Mormonism

and other Christian expressions,” he said, “nor, frankly,
should it have — presidential
campaigns are not theological
battlegrounds.”
Romney’s high proﬁle has
spawned more interfaith conversations and more accurate
reporting on the church, LDS
writer Jana Riess said from
the battleground state of Ohio.
“Non-Mormons in Cincinnati sometimes seem surprised to
learn that there are Mormons
right here in our city (and
have been since the 19th century),” Riess wrote in an email.
“They ask where our buildings
are and want to know why
they haven’t heard of us before. Mormons have been featured more prominently (and
I would say more positively)
in the news here in Ohio than
I have seen in the past.”
A side benefit, she said, is
that outsiders have discovered
Mormonism is not monolithic.
“It was politically ugly to
have Mitt Romney and fellow
Mormon Harry Reid [a Democrat] throwing accusations
at each other in the campaign,
but in the long run I think it
sends a good message to America,” said Riess, on record as an
Obama backer. “People can be
orthodox, active Latter-day
Saints and have very different
views on politics.”
—
After the voting • Kristine
Haglund, editor of Dialogue:
A Journal of Mormon Thought,
sees such publicity as helping
Mormonism as it grows in the
21st century.
“The fact that diversity, in
forms like ‘Mormons for
Obama,’ Mormons marching

in pride parades and a liberal
feminist Mormon appearing
on the ‘Daily Show’ has, on
the whole, been positive for the
church’s image,” Haglund said,
“and may make it a little easier
for those used to central control and monolithic messaging to allow that adaptation to
move forward.”
The longer term beneﬁt for
the LDS Church may be the
news media’s increased interest, said David Campbell, an
LDS political scientist at the
University of Notre Dame.
“A lot of reporters have had a
lot of conversations with Mormons and learned a lot about
Mormonism that they would
not otherwise have learned,”
Campbell said. “I suspect we
will see a lot more coverage going forward and, for the most
part, it will be positive.”
Joanna Brooks, a Mormon
writer and scholar in San Diego, isn’t sure Romney’s campaign has had any effect at all.
In the past few months,
Brooks has given lectures
across the country and still
finds an astonishing amount
of misinformation about Romney’s church. She routinely
asks audience members basic questions about how many
Mormons there are and whether they celebrate Easter. Few
know.
“Romney’s reluctance to
talk about his faith has fostered disinterest in his listeners,” Brooks said. “We are not
moving the needle any on public interest in Mormonism.”
That may change after Election Day if there’s a President
Romney.
pstack@sltrib.com

There was no such split
among Utahns who said they
weren’t Mormon, with 39 percent pegging Romney’s faith as
a positive for his bid and 9 percent suggesting it was a negative.
Overall, about 33 percent of
Utah voters polled said Romney’s faith was a good thing for
his race while some 26 percent
saw it as a negative.
Rebecca Buck, a homemaker in the northern Utah town
of Hooper, agrees that his Mormon faith helped, rather than
hurt, Romney.
The attention on that aspect
of his life helped bring out “the
things that kind of make him
a person” — and illuminated
him as a good, honest family
Associated Press ﬁle photo
man, she says.
The Rev. Billy Graham, right, told candidate Mitt Romney last month, “I’ll do all I can to help you.”
But Dee Brown, of Kaysville,
says he didn’t see Romney’s
faith playing much of a role in
of looking for candidates who aligning with the candidate Romney’s faith has on the elec- this year’s campaign.
share my values, even if they who best reflects and repre- tion, a new Tribune poll shows
“This time I didn’t hear
don’t share my theology,” De- sents their values in the gen- that LDS voters polled are split much about it,” says Brown, a
Moss told The Salt Lake Tri- eral election.”
on whether Romney’s faith Mormon and retired schoolbune. “While many people
was
a good or bad thing for his teacher who has already cast
—
still, apparently, look for canbid. Thirty-one percent say it his ballot for Romney. “The
didates of common faith ... dur- Utahns’ view • In Utah, was a positive, 33 percent saw church had a negative history
ing the presidential primaries, where the populace is much it as negative and 32 percent back in the early days and [that
most seem to be comfortable more sensitive to the impacts believe it had no effect.
Please see FAITH, A11
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“

≥ Continued from A10

perception] may have hung on
in certain areas. [But] It seems
to have died down.”
The fear early on was that
Romney’s membership in The
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints would undermine his presidential bid,
which was the same concern
raised in his 2008 attempt.
—

Associated Press ﬁle photo

Ronald Reagan celebrates with his wife, Nancy, after winning the 1984 presidential election. He got 74.5 percent of Utah’s vote.

Presidential landslides in Utah

Tribune poll

1896 • William Jennings Bryan, Democrat, 83 percent (lost the election to William McKinley)
1984 • President Ronald Reagan, Republican, 74.5 percent (defeated Walter Mondale)
1980 • Reagan, 73 percent (defeated President Jimmy Carter)
2004 • President George W. Bush, Republican, 71.5 percent (defeated John Kerry)
1936 • President Franklin D. Roosevelt, Democrat, 70 percent (defeated Alf Landon)
1972 • President Richard Nixon, Republican, 68 percent (defeated George McGovern)
2000 • George W. Bush, Republican, 66.8 percent (defeated Al Gore)
1988 • George H.W. Bush, Republican, 66.2 percent (defeated Michael Dukakis)
1956 • President Dwight D. Eisenhower, Republican, 65 percent (defeated Adlai E. Stevenson)
1904 • President Theodore Roosevelt, Republican, 65 percent (defeated Alton Parker)
1976 • President Gerald Ford, Republican, 63 percent (lost to Jimmy Carter)
1940 • President Franklin D. Roosevelt, 62 percent (defeated Wendell Wilkie)
1916 • President Woodrow Wilson, 61 percent (defeated Charles E. Hughes)
2008 • John McCain, Republican, 62.6 percent (lost to Barack Obama)
1944 • President Franklin D. Roosevelt, 61 percent (defeated Thomas E. Dewey)

If the 2012 election for
president and vice president
were held today, which one
of the following tickets
would get your vote?

STATEWIDE RESULTS
Romney/ Obama/ Other
Biden
Ryan
2%
25%
70%

Undecided 3%
LDS RESPONDENTS
Romney
Obama
85%
11%

Other
2%

Source: Utah Elections Ofﬁce

Romney

Undecided
2%

≥ Continued from A1

NON-LDS RESPONDENTS
Romney
Obama
33%
59%
Other
3%

Not sure
5%

Who do you trust more to
improve the economy –
Barack Obama or Mitt
Romney?

STATEWIDE RESULTS
Obama Romney Not sure
22%
74%
4%

LDS RESPONDENTS
Romney
Obama
88%
11%
Not sure
1%

NON-LDS RESPONDENTS
Romney
Obama
40%
49%
Not sure
11%
Tribune poll of 625 registered Utah voters was
conducted Oct. 29-31 by Mason-Dixon Polling &
Research, Inc. The margin of error is +/- 4
percentage points.

© 2012 The Salt Lake Tribune

on Election Day is what size
landslide will he pull off in
the state. So far, though, it appears it might not be a record.
Despite Romney sharing
the Mormon faith with a majority of Utahns and his residual popularity from leading
the 2002 Winter Olympics, it
may be tough for him to top
President Ronald Reagan’s
74.5 percent victory in 1984.
That said, there’s no more
pro-Romney state than Utah.
“Utah knows Mitt Romney
better than anybody,” said
Rep. Jason Chaffetz, who was
in Ohio on Friday traveling
with the Romney campaign.
“They’ve seen him throughout his life. It’s not often you
have a presidential candidate
who has lived, worked, gone
to school and has kids living
in the state of Utah.”
The poll even shows that
about 9 percent of Utah voters aligned with the Democratic Party are planning to
vote for Romney. That’s not
unexpected in a state where
Romney is the most popular
politician.
“I’m not surprised at all,”
said Utah Democratic Party
Chairman Jim Dabakis. “He’s
a hometown boy.”
Dabakis said he sees this
election as a watershed moment for Mormons to vote
for Romney just as it was
for black voters to help elect
Obama. Dabakis also said he
understands the crossover
vote that may happen among
Mormon Democrats.

FRANCISCO KJOLSETH | Tribune ﬁle photo

A staircase message greets Republican nominee Mitt Romney
as he arrives in Utah for a pair of fundraisers in September.
“People know Mitt Romney; he spent time here,” Dabakis says. “But he never
governed here. Where he did
govern [Massachusetts], he is
losing by double digits.”
Obama is ahead by 18 percentage points or more in
Romney’s home state.
Romney does well in states
with higher Mormon populations, including neighboring
Idaho and Wyoming. Other rural states such as Oklahoma, Arkansas, Alaska, Alabama and Kansas also poll
well for Romney, according a
New York Times roundup of
state-by-state polls.
No other state, though,
comes close to the 45-pointor-so thumping Romney
could deliver in the Beehive
State.
If Romney’s victory in
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Utah is close to the Tribune
poll, he’ll still fall short of
the landslide residents gave
then-Democratic presidential candidate William Jennings Bryan in 1896, the
first year Utah was officially a state. Bryan swept
up nearly 83 percent of the
Utah vote over the eventual
winner, Republican William
McKinley.
The Tribune poll, conducted by Mason-Dixon Polling
& Research, has a margin
of error of plus or minus 4
percentage points, meaning
Romney could ultimately end
up with more than 75 percent
to top Reagan’s haul.
“Hopefully, Mitt can top
even the Gipper,” said Chaffetz.
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Mormon hurdle • In his ﬁrst
run at the White House, Romney felt strongly enough that
his faith — unknown or misunderstood by many Americans — would be a hindrance
to his campaign that he scheduled an address to grapple
with the concern.
Only mentioning the word
Mormon once, Romney explained in the 2007 speech
that his church would not
dictate to him, just as the
Catholic Church had not given orders to President John F.
Kennedy a half century earlier.
Within days of the speech,
rival Republican Mike Huckabee asked a reporter a controversial question about the
LDS faithful: “Don’t Mormons believe that Jesus and
the devil are brothers?”
Even this time around,
Southern Baptist Dallas Pastor Robert Jeffress attacked
Romney’s faith at a conservative gathering, calling the LDS
Church a “cult” and charging
that Romney “is not a Christian.”
After Romney won the GOP
nomination, both men abandoned their criticisms, with
Jeffress offering his endorsement of Romney and Huckabee speaking on his behalf at
the Republican National Convention.
“Let me say to you tonight, I
care far less as to where Mitt
Romney takes his family to
church,” Huckabee said, “than
I do about where he takes this
country.”
It was that night at the
convention where Romney’s
Mormon faith was thrust into
the spotlight. The Republican candidate invited several members of his Belmont,
Mass., LDS ward to speak
about his time as their Mormon bishop.
“You cannot measure a
man’s character based on
words he utters before adoring
crowds during happy times,”
said Ted Oparowski, who
tearfully told of Romney’s
help for their late son, David.
“The true measure of a man is
revealed in his actions during
times of trouble, the quiet hospital room of a dying boy, with
no cameras and no reporters
— that is the time to make an
assessment.”
Since then, Romney has
openly talked about being a
“pastor” — his way of identifying his time as a Mormon
bishop for those unfamiliar
with LDS lay leadership roles
— including a mention in one
of the presidential debates.

While many people still,
apparently, look for candidates of common faith
… during the presidential
primaries, most seem to
be comfortable aligning
with the candidate who
best reﬂects and represents their values in the
general election.”
M A R K DE MO S S

Senior adviser to the
Romney campaign

“That was one of the surprises of the campaign,” says
Gary Marx, executive director
of the Faith and Freedom Coalition, “that [Romney] found
a way to proactively share that
part where people connected with him from a character perspective as a way that
anybody who is a churchgoing
person connects to their experience as a church member.”
Marx says hesitancy about
Romney’s faith evaporated because Americans got to know
the candidate and saw a connection through shared values, and because he was able
to draw on his time as a lay religious leader to tie it together.
“He’s going to win, I believe,
more of the evangelical vote
than any other Republican
ticket in history and the great
irony is this is the ﬁrst Republican ticket that doesn’t have
[a Protestant] on it,” Marx
says of Romney and his Catholic running mate, Paul Ryan.
There’s ample anecdotal
evidence to suggest that being
a Mormon wasn’t problematic
for Romney, says Merle Black,
a professor of politics and government at Emory University
in Atlanta.
“Romney’s strongest support in the entire nation is
from white evangelical Protestants,” Black says. “It’s not
a concern at all.”
Evangelist Billy Graham all
but endorsed Romney after a
meeting between the two last
month.
“I’ll do all I can to help you,”
Graham said at the time. “And
you can quote me on that.”
Sen. Orrin Hatch, R-Utah,
had predicted earlier this
year that President Barack
Obama’s campaign would
attack Romney’s Mormon
faith; that didn’t happen and
one of Obama’s top aides, David Axelrod, swore off making Mormonism an issue in
the race.
Romney did benefit from
several news stories delving
into his time as an LDS lay
leader and his time serving a
Mormon mission in France.
Some believe that four
years after the nation elected
its first black president, conventional concerns about faith
in politics may also be upended.
“I’m optimistic,” says former New Hampshire Republican Party Chairman Fergus
Cullen, “that just like Barack
Obama’s election has really
—
put a lot of racial questions in
Human side • For a candi- America’s past and in Ameridate who has been panned for ca’s history that this election
looking and acting too plastic, will hopefully put questions
the religious vignettes were of faith [to rest] as somemeant to humanize Romney, thing that used to be a factor
and also endear him to the in campaigns and then cease
churchgoing folks who make to be.”
up a good number of Republican and independent voters. tburr@sltrib.com
Advertisement
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WHAT ARE THEY
SAYING ABOUT
THE ELECTION?

“

We
are
an
American
family and
we will rise
or fall together as one
nation and as
one people.”
B A R AC K OB A M A

President of the United States

“

This
is a
time
of great challenges for
America and I
pray that the
president will
be successful
in guiding our
nation.”

Romney’s loss ends White House dreams
Defeat • Republican
candidate also had
carried hopes of
members of the
Mormon church.
By THOMAS BURR

The Salt Lake Tribune

Boston • Mitt Romney’s
long-sought dream of winning
the presidency, an extension of
his late father’s and many Mormons worldwide, ended Tuesday when President Barack
Obama won re-election in a
tough, bitter and down-to-thewire election.
After two tries and six years
seeking the White House, Romney conceded the loss before
once-hopeful revelers here at
his Boston election party who
had turned grim with key states
tipping to the president.
“I so wish that I had been able
to fulﬁll your hopes to lead the
country in a different direction,” Romney said in a brief
late-night address. “But the nation chose another leader and
so Ann and I join with you to
earnestly pray for him and for
this great nation.”
Romney supporters — especially those in Utah where
the Republican candidate
and member of the Mormon
church was likely to earn his
strongest showing — faced the
loss with tears.
“I don’t want to start crying,” said Robin Devey of Orem
at the Utah Republican Party
election event, ﬁshing a hankie

DAVID GOLDMAN | The Associated Press

Republican presidential candidate and former Massachusetts Gov. Mitt Romney arrives to his
election night rally, Wednesday in Boston before conceding the race to President Barack Obama.
from her purse. “It’s just that
I’m concerned [Obama is] destroying our nation. He’s done
nothing good for our nation.”
Sen. Orrin Hatch, R-Utah,
who was easily winning reelection, said he would “grieve”
Romney’s loss “because he’s
exactly what American needs
at this time and we’re so divided. I’m surprised the rest of the
country can’t see in him what
all of us in Utah do.”
For Kirk Jowers, the head of
the University of Utah’s Hinckley Institute of Politics and a
long-time Romney friend, the
loss stung even though Jowers said Romney was “the best
candidate he could be” and had

given his all.
“Romney supporters like
me are devastated by the loss
but hope that we’ll continue
to hear his voice on important
issues going forward,” Jowers
said. “He has become a leader
of the Republican Party and
will continue to fill that void,
especially on issues of economy and job growth.”
Romney — a sixth-generation Mormon who through his
campaigns has become one of
the most well-known members of The Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints —
had ginned up an exuberance
unseen among the faithful for
a presidential candidate in

“The nation has now been
introduced to Mormonism
and found out it is not as
scary as perhaps previously believed,” said Jana Riess,
a Mormon author from Ohio.
“That’s a good thing overall. That’s very positive for
the long-term assimilation of
Mormons in America.”
Romney could take to heart
that he made it farther in the
presidential race than his father, George Romney, who in
1968 dropped his bid and wrote
his son, then on a church mission in France, to inform him
about the defeat in the primary races.
The younger Romney — who
parlayed business success into
leading the 2002 Winter Olympics in Salt Lake City and then
into the Massachusetts governor’s office — failed, too, in his
first White House run only to
storm back this time around to
nab the nomination.
Hope was alive earlier Tuesday at the Boston convention
center that was decked out in
Romney signs as supporters
gathered in a small ballroom.
Cheers erupted when states
were called for Romney, and
deafening silence followed
when others went to Obama.
The mood darkened as the
night went on, supporters started streaming out and business
at the bar picked up.
A wake-like atmosphere settled in.

modern times.
Although Romney wasn’t
the ﬁrst, and isn’t likely to be
the last, Mormon to run for
the White House, he was considered the faith’s best chance
so far— and ending up on the
losing side once again denies
the faith a watershed moment
like President John F. Kennedy brought Catholics in 1960.
But in a race where Romney’s faith wasn’t a huge liability — almost a non-existent
issue in the general election
— even a failing bid may have
helped educate millions of
Americans about the Mormon tburr@sltrib.com
church and eradicated some Judy Fahys contributed to this
long-held misunderstandings. report.

PARTYING ON ELECTION NIGHT

M I T T R OM N E Y
Republican nominee

“

Despite
what
you may have
heard, Utah
Democrats
have survived
the Romney
tsunami.”

Photos by Tribune, The Associated Press

Left, Shanita Harvell celebrates Tuesday night at the Democratic election night party at
the Sheraton Hotel in Salt Lake City. Center, partygoers in Baltimore rejoice at passing
of a referendum approving same-sex marriage. Above, people attend a party in Denver,
Colo., after a local television station announced the marijuana amendment’s passage.
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J I M DA B A K I S

Utah Democratic Party Chairman

“

The
strategy of
obstruction, gridlock and delay
was soundly
rejected by the
American people. Now, they
are looking to us
for solutions.”
H A R RY R E I D

Senate majority leader

“

With
this
vote,
the
American people
have also made
clear that there
is no mandate
for raising tax
rates.”
JOH N B OE H N E R
House speaker

RELIGION • LATTER-DAY SAINTS REACT

‘Mormon moment’ ends with a loss
Religion • But members see victory in the
visibility Romney’ run brought to their faith.
By PEGGY FLETCHER STACK

The Salt Lake Tribune

Mormons in Utah and across
the nation were thrilled by the
prospect that one of their own
might occupy the highest office
in the land.
That won’t happen now. But
Mitt Romney came closer to doing that than any other Latterday Saint since that once-beleaguered brand of Christianity
burst onto the American scene
in 1830.
“For many Latter-day Saints,
it was a surprise that a Mormon
candidate was able to make it as
far as Mitt,” said Stuart Reid, a
Mormon and a Republican state
senator from Ogden. “He’s done
more than any single person in
recent church history to share
with the general public what a
Mormonis,puttingupaverypositive image about Mormons and
creatinginterestinourfaiththat
was unprecedented.”
Howard Rudy, a retired LDS
businessman in Salt Lake City
and a Romney backer, was disappointed.

The Republican nominee,
Rudy said, is “the kind of character that Americans just don’t understand. He could have turned
things around.”
Despite the outcome, Mormonismcameoutawinner,said
Philip Barlow, chair of Mormon
historyandcultureatUtahState
University.
“It developed a thicker skin in
the eyes of the world,” Barlow
said, “and the world could see
that a Mormon who runs for officeisn’t,bydefinition,anutcase.”
Overall, most observers say,
theRomneycandidacywasanet
positive for his Utah-based faith.
“Forus,thishasreallybeenan
opportunitytoreallydepictwho
weare,”LDSspokesmanMichael
Otterson told The Washington
Post. “The opportunity to set
aside some of the long-standing
misunderstandings, more misunderstandings and lack of education than prejudice.”
Romney’s bid did focus attention on Mormonism, which
helped bring The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints
into the mainstream of American religion, says Jan Shipps, a

Methodist and a leading expert
on LDS history.
Butbeingbetterknown“may
not be entirely positive, just different,” she said. “Once a church
loses its minority status, it may
notbeasprotectedasitoncewas.”
The Mormon factor might
have become more difficult,
Shipps said, under a President
Romney.
“During a campaign, he can
blame his advisers for his lies or
misrepresentations,” she said,
“butoncehe’sintheWhiteHouse,
he’d becomemoreresponsiblefor
everythinghesaysanddoesthan
any candidate.”
The campaign may have educated more Americans about
Mormonism,butitdidn’tchange
overall attitudes , said David
Campbell, an LDS political scientist at the University of Notre
Dame.PerceptionsofLatter-day
Saintsare“notdrivenbypolitics
orbynewscoverageofMormons.
It is driven by personal relationships with Mormons.”
Still, Romney’s run did alter
some views: He won nearly the
entire Bible Belt, dominated by
evangelical Christians who long
have been suspicious of Mormonism and critical of LDS theology.

LDS statement
The LDS Church’s governing First Presidency and Quorum
of Twelve Apostles issued a statement late Tuesday congratulating President Barack Obama and commending Mitt
Romney for “engaging at the highest level of our democratic process which, by its nature, demands so much of those
who offer themselves for public service.”
“This is now a time for Americans to come together,” the
statement said. “It is a long tradition among Latter-day
Saints to pray for our national leaders in our personal prayers
and in our congregations. We invite Americans everywhere,
whatever their political persuasion, to pray for the president,
for his administration and the new Congress as they lead us
through difﬁcult and turbulent times.”
“Right now, attitudes toward Mormons are sharply
divided along partisan lines,”
Campbell said. If Romney
were president, those partisan views could be “baked into
the American political psyche
... [which would be] unhealthy
for Mormons as a group, for
religious tolerance and for the
Republican and Democratic
parties.”
Romney’s loss “may be a
blessing for Mormons concerned about further public
scrutiny of their faith,” said
Utah Valley University administrator Brian Birch. “A Romney presidency would almost

certainly have kept Mormonism under the microscope for
many years to come.”
Matthew Jorgensen, an LDS
scholar on a research fellowship in Germany, worried that
an LDS president would have
put his fellow believers, including missionaries, at risk across
the globe.
“If Mitt Romney [offended] radical Islam,” he wrote in
an email, “then Mormons all
over the world could become
the target of terrorism in response to some offhand comment.”
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